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Abstract

In the setting of learning indexed families, probabilistic learning under monotonicity constraints
is more powerful than deterministic learning under monotonicity constraints, even if the proba-
bility is close to 1, provided the learning machines are restricted to proper or class preserving
hypothesis spaces (cf. Meyer, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 185 (1997) 81–128). In this paper, we in-
vestigate the relation between probabilistic learning and oracle identi/cation under monotonicity
constraints. In particular, we deal with the question how much additional information provided
by oracles is necessary for compensating the additional power of probabilistic learning machines.
In Section 1, we show that K is necessary and su1cient to compensate the additional power
of probabilistic learning machines in the case of conservative (monotonic) probabilistic learning
with p¿ 1=2 (p¿ 2=3), and for strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with 1=2¡p62=3. In
the case of strong-monotonic learning with p¿ 2=3, however, every Peano-complete oracle is
su1cient for compensating the power of probabilistic learning machines. In contrast, the oracle
K is not su1cient for compensating the power of conservative and strong-monotonic probabilis-
tic learning with probability p = 1=2, and monotonic probabilistic learning with p = 2=3. The
main result in Section 2 is that for each oracle A6T K , there exists an indexed family LA which
is properly conservatively identi/able with p=1=2, and which exactly re4ects the Turing degree
of A, i.e., LA is properly conservatively identi/able by an oracle machine M [B] i7 A6T B.
Thus, for every oracle A below K, we can construct a learning problem characterizing A within
proper conservative learning. However, not every indexed family which is conservatively iden-
ti/able with probability p= 1=2 re4ects the Turing degree of an oracle. Hence, the conservative
probabilistic learning classes are higher structured than the Turing degrees below K. Finally, we
prove that there exist learning problems which are conservatively (monotonically) identi/able
with probability p = 1=2 (p = 2=3), but conservatively (monotonically) identi/able only by ora-
cle machines having access to TOT. For strong-monotonic learning, this result does not hold.
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1. Introduction

Humans not always learn correctly, but fail with a certain probability. If the proba-
bility for successful learning is high, i.e., close to 1, then the whole learning process
can be considered as successful. Thus, the human ability to use probabilistic learn-
ing strategies leads to a increase of learning power. Moreover, people enhance their
learning capabilities by using external resources such as databases or teachers. Finally,
people use various learning strategies to improve their hypotheses, i.e., they reject
a hypothesis only if they are convinced that the new hypothesis is “better” than the
previous conjecture. These observations motivated the development and investigation
of various formal learning models which try to re4ect these human abilities. The main
goal behind these attempts is to design powerful probabilistic learning algorithms with
high success ratio which use learning strategies in order to optimize their learning
process.

In the present paper, we deal with a probabilistic variant of a well-known formal
model of inductive learning which was introduced by Gold [12]. Moreover, we in-
vestigate learning with additional information. In both cases, we require the learning
machines to ful/ll monotonicity constraints as learning strategies.

1.1. Probabilistic inductive inference

In Learning Theory, there are two important formalizations of probabilistic learning,
namely PAC-Learning, introduced by Valiant [38], and probabilistic inductive infer-
ence. Probabilistic inference of recursive functions was introduced by Freivalds [7],
and further investigated for example by Pitt [34], and Wiehagen et al. [42, 43]. In the
following, we give a brief introduction to the setting of probabilistic language learning,
described for example in [34]. A probabilistic inference machine (PIM) is an algo-
rithmic device that is able to 4ip a t-sided coin from time to time. The probabilistic
inference machine is fed more and more information about a language to be inferred.
The information the PIM is fed can consist of positive and negative examples or only
positive ones. In this paper, we consider the case of learning from text. Thereby, a text
for a language L is an in/nite sequence of strings that eventually contains all strings of
L. When fed a text for a target language L, the PIM has to produce hypotheses about
L. These hypotheses do not only depend on the information the machine is fed, but
also on the outcome of the coin 4ips. We require the machines to produce grammars
for the target languages. The hypotheses the learner outputs have to be members of an
admissible set of hypotheses; every such admissible set is called hypothesis space.

Finally, we have to describe what is meant by “successful learning”. A PIM P is said
to identify a text  for a language L with probability p, if the probability taken over
all in7nite sequences c0; c1; : : : of coin 9ips such that the sequence of hypotheses output
by P, when fed  and c0; c1; : : : ; is converging to a hypothesis correctly describing L,
is greater than or equal to p.
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If P identi/es every text for a language to be learned with probability p, then P is
said to identify the language from text with probability p. P identi7es a collection
of languages from text with probability p if it identi/es each member of this collec-
tion from text with probability p. Note that in case t = 1, i.e., when the PIM P is
equipped with a 1-sided coin, the situation described above is essentially the paradigm
of language identi7cation in the limit introduced by Gold [12]. For more information
about identi/cation in the limit, we refer the reader to [33].

1.2. Probabilistic inference of indexed families under monotonicity constraints

In the following, we de/ne the probabilistic learning model considered in this paper.
In contrast to earlier work done in the /eld of probabilistic inductive inference, we
do not consider arbitrary collections of recursive languages but restrict ourselves to
enumerable families of recursive languages with uniformly decidable membership, i.e.,
indexed families (cf., e.g., [1, 23, 44], and the references therein). Moreover, we do
not allow every set of grammars as hypothesis space but only enumerable families
of grammars with uniformly decidable membership (cf., e.g., [44]). Both restrictions
are made with respect to potential applications. Now let L = L0; L1; : : : be an indexed
family. Obviously, L itself may be used as hypothesis space. This leads to the notion
of proper learning, 1 i.e., a learner identi/es L properly if it learns L with respect to
L itself. Since the requirement to learn properly, in general, leads to a decrease of the
learning power, we additionally consider class preserving probabilistic learning, i.e.,
L has to be inferred with respect to some hypothesis space having the same range
as L. For more information about the impact of the hypothesis space on the learning
power of inductive or probabilistic inference machines, we refer the reader for example
to [23, 27, 44].

Finally, we require our learners to use generalization strategies in order to guarantee
the improvement of the hypotheses during the learning process. Thereby, a learning al-
gorithm generalizes on a presentation for a language L provided it starts by hypothesiz-
ing a grammar for a language “smaller” than the language L to be learned, and “re/nes”
this hypothesis gradually until a correct hypothesis for L is found. Jantke [17] de/ned
the strongest notion of generalization, namely strong-monotonicity (cf. De/nition 2).
Thereby, the learner, when successively fed a text for the language to be inferred, has
to produce a chain of hypotheses such that Li ⊆Lj in case j is guessed later than i.
Note that strong-monotonicity is a very restrictive constraint on the behavior of an
inductive inference machine (cf. [22]).

1 Initially, learning with respect to L itself was denoted by exact learning (cf., e.g., [44]). However, the
term “exact learning” is also used to denote another learning model, where the inductive learning machine
is claimed to learn the indexed family L, but no proper superset of L (cf., e.g., [32]). Therefore, we use
the term “proper learning”.
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There are several weaker formalizations of the generalization principle. One of them
is due to Wiehagen [41], namely monotonicity (cf. De/nition 2). Informally, the
learner, when successively fed a text for the target language L, learns monotonically
if it produces a chain of hypotheses such that for any two hypotheses, the hypothesis
produced later is as least as good as the earlier one with respect to L. More precisely,
we require that Li ∩L⊆Lj ∩L, if j is conjectured after i. Furthermore, we consider
weak-monotonic learning (cf. [17]). Weak-monotonicity (cf. De/nition 2) can be de-
scribed as follows. In case the learner conjectures j after i, the following condition
holds. If the set of strings seen by the learner when j is guessed is a subset of Li,
then Li ⊆Lj. For more information about monotonic learning of recursive or recursively
enumerable languages, we refer the reader to [14, 17, 18, 41, 44, 24].

Note that in the setting of learning indexed families, weak-monotonicity is equivalent
to conservative learning as de/ned in [1]. Conservative learning was introduced in order
to deal with a mayor problem when learning languages from text, namely to avoid or
detect overgeneralization, i.e., hypotheses that describe proper supersets of the target
language. A learner is conservative (cf. De/nition 2) on a text for a language L
provided the following condition holds. Let j be the last hypothesis, the learner M
guessed. Then M rejects j only if it receives some data-items not contained in Lj, i.e.,
M rejects the hypothesis j only if it knows that j is false. For more information about
conservative learning, we refer the reader to [1, 44].

1.3. Learning with additional information

The introduction of probabilistic learning models was motivated by the fact that
learning power may be enhanced by accepting that the learning process fails with
a certain probability. However, instead of accepting failures, we also may allow the
machine to ask questions to a teacher, a student or to consult a database. All these
strategies provide additional information to the learner which may help to solve the
learning problem. Additional information may be information about the object to be
learned or metainformation, i.e., information which is not directly linked to the learn-
ing problem, for example context information or known strategies for other learning
problems.

There are several formal models of learning with additional information, for ex-
ample learning via queries (cf., e.g., [2, 10, 20, 11]), or oracle identi7cation (cf., e.g.,
[3, 5, 6, 19, 35, 37]), or other approaches to learning with additional information (cf.,
e.g., [9]). In the setting of oracle identi7cation, the learning machines are allowed to
ask questions of the form “x∈A” to an oracle A⊆N (cf. De/nitions 3 and 4). Thereby,
the information given by the oracle is independent of the problem to be learned. For
example, the learner may ask questions to the “halting problem” K or to any re-
cursively enumerable oracle. We mainly deal with oracles below K and the oracle
TOT, where TOT is the set of all indices of total recursive functions. Furthermore,
we consider Peano-complete oracles. Thereby, a set A is Peano-complete, if every pair
of disjoint recursively enumerable sets can be separated by an A-recursive function.
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2. Research program and previous results

In [27], we showed that probabilistic learning under monotonicity constraints is more
powerful than deterministic learning under monotonicity constraints even if the prob-
ability is close to 1 provided the learning machines are restricted to proper or class
preserving hypothesis spaces. In this paper, we mainly address the following problem:

How much additional information is necessary for a deterministic learner
for achieving at least the learning power of its probabilistic counterpart?

In particular, let L be an indexed family which is identi/able with probability p with
respect to a monotonicity constraint � but not deterministically identi/able with respect
to �. We investigate how much additional information is necessary for learning L with
respect to �.

2.1. Previous results

There are many interesting results in the /eld of probabilistic learning of recursive
functions or recursive languages. For many probabilistic learning models, it has been
shown that the probabilistic hierarchy contains a threshold, i.e., there exists a probability
p∈ [0; 1] such that every learning problem which is identi/able with probability q¿p,
is already deterministically identi/able (cf., e.g., [7, 34]). In particular, each collection
of recursive languages identi/able from text with probability p¿2=3 is deterministically
identi/able (cf. [34]), and each indexed family identi/able from text with p¿1=2 is
deterministically identi/able (cf. [14, 25]).

However, within the setting of probabilistic inference under monotonicity constraints
(cf. De/nition 5), the picture changes provided the machines are restricted to proper
or class preserving hypothesis spaces (cf. [27]). In these cases, the learning power of
probabilistic machines increases even if the probability has to be close to 1. In particu-
lar, the probabilistic hierarchy in the case of proper conservative probabilistic learning
is dense (cf. [27]), i.e., there is a dense set of rational numbers D⊂ [0; 1] such that for
each p∈D there is an indexed family Lp which is properly conservatively identi/able
with probability p but not with probability q¿p. The same result holds for proper
strong-monotonic learning with p¿1=2, and proper monotonic learning with probability
p¿4=5, i.e., the probabilistic hierarchy in the case of proper strong-monotonic (mono-
tonic) probabilistic learning is dense in the interval [1=2; 1] ([4=5; 1] in the monotonic
case). In the case of class preserving conservative (monotonic) learning, we proved that
for each p¿1=2 (p¿4=5 in the monotonic case), there is an indexed family which
is conservatively identi/able with a probability 1¿pn¿p but not with probability
q¿pn. Thus, probabilistic learning under monotonicity constraints is much stronger
than deterministic learning under monotonicity constraints provided the machines are
restricted to proper or class preserving hypothesis spaces.

Oracle identi/cation has been intensively studied (cf., e.g., [6]). Therein, the authors
are concerned with the question how the information content of an oracle, i.e., its
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Turing degree, relates to the learning power of oracle machines in dependence on the
underlying inference criterion. In particular, it was investigated which inference degrees
are trivial, i.e., which oracles do not enhance the learning power, and which inference
degrees are omniscient, i.e., which oracles allow the identi/cation of the set of all
recursive functions. The authors addressed these questions in various learning mod-
els, e.g., EX - and BC-identi/cation of functions. In [19], similar questions have been
studied. For oracle learning of languages, it has been shown that every nonrecursive or-
acle strictly increases the learning power with respect to informant, but not necessarily
with respect to text.

For measuring the complexity of learning problems, several authors use the number
of queries needed to identify a function or a language (cf., e.g., [3], and the references
therein). In [8, 15], the intrinsic complexity of learning problems was investigated.
Brandt [5] studied qualitative aspects of complexity in inductive inference. In particular,
she proved that the problem of identifying the set of all partial recursive functions is
of the same degree of unsolvability as K.

3. Results

We show that conservative probabilistic learning is less powerful than conserva-
tive learning with K-oracle if the probability p is greater than 1=2. However, K is
necessary, i.e., for each p∈ [0; 1], there exists a learning problem which is properly
conservatively identi/able with probability p, and properly conservatively identi/able
by an oracle machine having access to K, but not properly conservatively by an oracle
machine which has access to a weaker oracle A¡T K. Moreover, we prove the prob-
abilistic hierarchy of class preserving conservative probabilistic learning to be dense
in the interval [1=2; 1] (resolving an open problem from [27]), and that it is not pos-
sible to characterize conservative probabilistic learning in terms of conservative oracle
identi/cation.

For monotonic probabilistic learning, we show K to be su1cient for compensating
the power of probabilistic learning machines provided the probability is greater than
2=3, and that K is necessary in the sense described above. In the case of strong-
monotonic probabilistic learning, the situation is di7erent. K is necessary for compen-
sating the power of probabilistic learning machines if 1=2¡p62=3. If p¿2=3 then
the power of strong-monotonic probabilistic learning can be compensated by using an
arbitrary Peano-complete oracle. Finally, we prove that for conservative probabilistic
learning with p= 1=2, strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with p= 1=2, and mono-
tonic probabilistic learning with p= 2=3, K is not su1cient to compensate the power
of probabilistic learning machines.

Furthermore, we investigate the oracle-complexity of learning problems which are
properly conservatively identi/able with probability p= 1=2. Here, the oracle-
complexity O(L) of an indexed family L is de/ned to be the set of all oracles A such
that an oracle machine M [A] exists which properly conservatively identi/es L. First,
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we ask whether or not there are learning problems L such that O(L) = {B |A6TB}
for an oracle A. Indeed, we are able to show that for each oracle A6T K, A not
recursive, there exists an indexed family LA such that

(1) LA is properly conservatively identi/able with probability 1=2, and
(2) LA exactly re4ects the Turing complexity of A, i.e., LA is properly conservatively

identi/able by an oracle machine M [B] if and only if A6TB.

Thus, for each A6T K, A =∈REC, the conservative probabilistic learning class for
p= 1=2 contains a learning problem LA having the same degree of unsolvability as A
with respect to proper conservative learning.

Furthermore, this result yields a complete picture of the impact of oracles on the
power of conservative inductive learning machines. However, not every indexed family
which is conservatively identi/able with p= 1=2 characterizes an oracle, i.e., there
exists an indexed family L which is properly conservatively identi/able with p= 1=2
such that O(L) contains a minimal pair of sets (cf. [31] for the de/nition of a minimal
pair of sets). Thus, we may conclude that the complexity of the learning problems
which are conservatively identi/able with p= 1=2 cannot be described completely in
terms of Turing complexity.

Finally, we show that there exists an indexed family L which is conservatively
identi/able with probability p= 1=2, but conservatively identi/able only by oracle ma-
chines having access to TOT. Thus, L is re4ecting the Turing complexity of TOT.
For monotonic learning, we show an analogous result for p= 2=3. It is not possible
to show a similar result for strong-monotonic learning, since every indexed family
which is strong-monotonically identi/able by an oracle machine having access to an
oracle B is properly strong-monotonically identi/able by an oracle machine having
access to K.

4. Preliminaries

4.1. Standard de7nitions from recursion theory

We denote the natural numbers by N= {0; 1; 2; : : :}. Let M0; M1; : : : be a standard
list of all Turing machines, and let M1[ ]; M2[ ] : : : be a standard list of all oracle
Turing machines. We use ’0; ’1; : : : for the acceptable programming system obtained
by de/ning ’i to be the partial recursive function computed by Mi. Let �0; �1; : : :
be any associated complexity measure (cf. [4]). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that �k(x)¿1 for all k; x∈N. Furthermore, let k; x∈N. If ’k(x) is de/ned,
we say that ’k(x) converges and write ’k(x) ↓; otherwise ’k(x) diverges and we write
’k(x) ↑.

Let A; B⊆N. For the complement of A in N, we write NA. A is Turing reducible
to B (A6T B) if the characteristic function �A of A can be computed by an oracle
Turing machine M [ ] which has access to B. More exactly, M [ ] has access to an
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in/nite database which returns for each x∈N whether or not x∈B. Such a database
is called an oracle. The sets A and B are of the same degree of unsolvability (A≡T B)
i7 A6TB, and B6TA. The class {A |A≡T B} is called the Turing degree of B.

We denote the set of all recursive sets by REC, and the set of all recursively
enumerable sets by RE. By K, we denote the set {k |’k(k) ↓}. Finally, we de/ne
TOT to be the set {k |’k is total}. We mainly deal with oracles A where A6T K,
and the oracle TOT. Moreover, we consider Peano-complete oracles. An oracle A is
said to be Peano-complete, if every pair of disjoint recursively enumerable sets can be
separated by an A-recursive function.

In the sequel, we assume familiarity with formal language theory (cf. [13]). Let �
be any /xed /nite alphabet of symbols containing the set of symbols {a; b}, and let �∗
be the free monoid over �. Let "= s0; s1; : : : be a /nite or in/nite sequence of strings
from �∗. De/ne range(") := {sk | k ∈N}. Any recursively enumerable subset L⊆�∗
is called a language. Let L be a language. An in/nite sequence = s0; s1; : : : of strings
from �∗ with range() =L is called a text for L. By text(L), we denote the set of all
texts for L. Let  be a text, let x∈N, and let " be a /nite sequence of strings from
�∗. By x, we denote the initial segment of  of length x + 1. Furthermore, we write
" �  in case " is an initial segment of .

Next, we de/ne the notion of the canonical text for a nonempty recursive language
L (cf. [21]). Let s0; s1; : : : be the lexicographically ordered text of �∗. Test whether
sz ∈L for z = 0; 1; 2; : : : until the /rst z ∈N is found such that sz ∈L. Since L = ∅, there
must be at least one such z ∈N. Set L0 = sz. For all x∈N de/ne

Lx+1 =

{
Lx · sz+x+1 if sz+x+1 ∈ L;

Lx · s otherwise; where s is the last string in Lx :

4.2. De7nitions from inductive inference

We exclusively deal with the learnability of indexed families of uniformly recursive
languages de/ned as follows (cf. [1]). A sequence L= (Lj)j∈N is said to be an indexed
family of uniformly recursive languages provided Lj = ∅ for all j∈N, and there is a
recursive function F :N×N→ N such that for all j∈N and all s∈�∗:

F(j; s) :=

{
1 if s ∈ Lj;

0 otherwise:

In the following, we refer to indexed families of uniformly recursive languages as
indexed families for short. Note that we use the term indexed family not only to
denote a sequence of languages, but also to denote the recursive function enumerating
an indexed family. By range(L), we denote {Lj | j∈N}.

In many of our proofs, we need a special set of recursive languages which encodes
the halting problem (cf. [23]). Set Lk := {akbm |m∈N} for all k ∈N. De/ne for
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all k ∈N

L′k :=

{
Lk if ’k(k) ↑;
{akbm |m6�k(k)} if ’k(k) ↓ :

Note that L′k is recursive for all k ∈N, since akbn ∈L′k if and only if �k(k)¿n. It
is easy to see that (L′k)k∈N is an indexed family. Consider any k ∈N. We denote
the canonical text for Lk by k . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
kx = (akbm)m6x.

Next, we de/ne for every recursively enumerable set A an encoding indexed family
(LAk )k∈N. Let A be recursively enumerable, A not recursive. Let EA be an algorithm
enumerating A without repetitions. For n∈N, EA(n) is the nth element in the list
enumerated by EA. For all k ∈A we use E−1

A (k) to denote the n∈N with EA(n) = k.
If k =∈A then E−1

A (k) is not de/ned. For convenience, we assume that EA(0) is not
de/ned. Thus, E−1

A (k)¿1 for all k ∈N. Now, de/ne for k ∈N,

LAk :=

{
Lk if k =∈ A;

{akbm |m6E−1
A (k)} if k ∈ A:

Note that the predicate “m6E−1
A (k)” is uniformly decidable for all k; m∈N, since

m6E−1
A (k) if and only if EA(m) = k or k =∈{EA(1); : : : ; EA(m)}. Thus, (LAk )k∈N is an

indexed family.
As in Gold (cf. [12]), we de/ne an inductive inference machine (IIM) to be an

algorithmic device working as follows. An IIM M takes as its input larger and larger
initial segments of a text  and it either takes the next input string, or it /rst outputs
a hypothesis, i.e., a number encoding a certain computer program, and then requests
the next input string. The set of all admissible hypotheses is called hypothesis space.

As mentioned in the introduction, we do not allow every set of hypotheses as a
hypothesis space but only enumerable families of grammars G0; G1; G2; : : : over the
terminal alphabet � such that range(L)⊆{L(Gj) | j∈N}, and membership in L(Gj) is
uniformly decidable for all j∈N and all strings s∈�∗. If an IIM M outputs a number
j, then we are interpreting this number to be the index of the grammar Gj, i.e., M
guesses the language L(Gj). Let " be a /nite sequence of strings from �∗, and let
j∈N be a hypothesis. Then j is said to be consistent with " i7 range(")⊆L(Gj). For
a hypothesis space G= (L(Gj))j∈N, we use range(G) to denote {L(Gj) | j∈N}.

Let  be a text for a recursive language L, and let x∈N. By M (x) we denote the
last hypothesis M outputs when fed x. If there is no such hypothesis, then M (x)
is said to be ⊥. M (x) is said to be correct for L i7 L=L(GM (x)). If L⊂L(GM (x)),
then L(GM (x)) is called overgeneralization of L. The sequence (M (x))x∈N is said to
converge to the number j i7 either there exists some n∈N with M (x) = j for all x¿n,
or (M (x))x∈N is /nite and its last member is j. Let G= (Gj)j∈N be a hypothesis space.
M is said to converge correctly on  with respect to G i7 (M (x))x∈N converges to j
with L(Gj) =L. Now we de/ne learning in the limit (cf. [12]).
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De�nition 1 (Gold [12]). Let L be an indexed family, let L∈ range(L), and let G=
(Gj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. An IIM M CLIM-identi/es L from text with respect
to G i7 M converges correctly with respect to G on every text  for L.
M CLIM-identi/es L with respect to G i7, for each L∈ range(L), M CLIM-

identi/es L from text with respect to G.
Let CLIM denote the collection of all indexed families for which there are an IIM

M and a hypothesis space G such that M CLIM-identi/es L with respect to G.

The pre/x C in CLIM is used to denote class comprising learning, i.e., L can be
learned with respect to some hypothesis space G with range(L)⊆ range(G). By LIM
we denote the collection of all indexed families L that can be learned in the limit
with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space G, i.e., range(L) = range(G). The
empty pre/x for LIM is denoted by (. If an indexed family L has to be inferred with
respect to L itself, then we replace the pre/x C by E, i.e., ELIM is the collection
of indexed families that can be learned properly in the limit. We adopt this distinction
for all the learning types de/ned below.

Next, we de/ne conservative (cf. [1]), weak-monotonic, monotonic and strong-
monotonic inference (cf. [17, 41]).

De�nition 2 (Angluin [1], Jantke [17] and Wiehagen [41]). Let L be an indexed
family, let L∈ range(L), and let G= (Gj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. An IIM M
is said to identify L from text with respect to G

(A) conservatively,
(B) strong-monotonically,
(C) monotonically,
(D) weak-monotonically

i7 M CLIM-identi/es L from text with respect to G, and, for every text  for L as well
as for all x; k ∈N, k ∈N+ with M (x) =⊥, the corresponding condition is satis/ed:

(A) if M (x) = M (x+k), then range(x+k)*L(GM (x));
(B) L(GM (x))⊆L(GM (x+k ));
(C) L(GM (x))∩L⊆L(GM (x+k ))∩L;
(D) if range(x+k)⊆L(GM (x)); then L(GM (x))⊆L(GM (x+k )).

M identi/es L with respect to G conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotoni-
cally, and weak-monotonically, respectively, i7, for each L∈ range(L), M identi/es L
from text with respect to G conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically, and
weak-monotonically, respectively.

By CCOV, CSMON, CMON, and CWMON, we denote the collection of all in-
dexed families L for which there are an IIM M and a hypothesis space G such that
M identi/es L with respect to G conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically,
and weak-monotonically, respectively.
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In the following, we de/ne some often used abbreviations. Let L be an indexed
family, let L∈ range(L), and let ∈ text(L). Let G be a hypothesis space, and let
�∈{COV ; SMON ; MON ; WMON} be a monotonicity constraint.
M is said to C�-converge correctly on  with respect to G i7 M converges correctly

on  with respect to G, and (M (x))x∈N satis/es the condition �. If M identi/es L from
text with respect to G conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically, and weak-
monotonically, respectively, then M is said to C�-identify L from text with respect
to G. Analogously, we de/ne the corresponding abbreviations for proper and class
preserving probabilistic learning.

Lange and Zeugmann [21] showed that weak-monotonic learning and conservative
learning of indexed families are equivalent. It is easy to see that this equivalence holds
for all learning types de/ned below. In the following, we only deal with conservative
learning.

4.3. Oracle identi7cation

An oracle inductive inference machine (OIM) is an IIM which has access to an
in/nite database, i.e., may ask questions of the form “x∈A?”. We denote the OIM
M [ ] which has access to A by M [A]. For more details about the de/nition of OIMs,
we refer the reader to [6, 31, 37].

De�nition 3 (Fortnow et al. [6]). Let L be an indexed family, let L∈ range(L), and
let G= (Gj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. Let A be an oracle. An OIM M [A] CLIM-
identi/es L from text with respect to G i7 M [A] converges correctly with respect to
G on every text  for L.
M [A] CLIM-identi/es L with respect to G i7, for each L∈ range(L), M [A] CLIM-

identi/es L from text with respect to G.
Let CLIM [A] denote the collection of all indexed families for which there are an

OIM M [A] and a hypothesis space G such that M [A] CLIM-identi/es L with respect
to G.

This de/nition can easily be extended to inductive learning under monotonicity con-
straints.

De�nition 4 (Meyer [28] and Stephan [37]). Let L be an indexed family, let L be a
language, and let G be a hypothesis space. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let A be
an oracle, and let M [A] be an OIM. Then M [A] C�-identi/es L from text with respect
to G if, for every text  for L; M [A] C�-converges correctly on  with respect to G.
M [A] C�-identi/es L with respect to G i7 M [A] C�-identi/es each L∈ range(L).

Let C�[A] denote the collection of all indexed families for which there are an
OIM M [A] and a hypothesis space G such that M [A] C�-identi/es L with respect
to G.
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4.4. Probabilistic inference

Next, we de/ne the probabilistic learning model investigated in this paper, namely
probabilistic inductive inference (cf., e.g., [7, 34, 42]). A probabilistic inductive infer-
ence machine (PIM) is an algorithmic device equipped with a t-sided coin. A PIM
P takes as its input larger and larger initial segments of a text , and it either takes
the next input string, or it /rst outputs a hypothesis, i.e., a number encoding a certain
computer program, and then requests the next input string. Each time, P requests a
new input string, it 4ips the t-sided coin. The hypotheses produced by P, when fed a
text , depend on  and on the outcome of the coin 4ips. 2

Let P be a PIM equipped with a t-sided coin. A coin-oracle c is an in/nite sequence
c0; c1; : : : where ci ∈{0; : : : ; t − 1}. By cn, we denote the initial segment c0; : : : ; cn of
c for all n∈N. Let c be a coin-oracle. We denote the deterministic algorithmic de-
vice de/ned by running P with coin-oracle c by Pc. Let L be an indexed family, let
L∈ range(L) be a recursive language, and let ∈ text(L). By Pcx(x), we denote the
last hypothesis P outputs when fed x, under the condition that the /rst x + 1 4ips of
the t-sided coin were cx. If there is no such hypothesis, then Pcx(x) is said to be ⊥.
The sequence (Pcx(x))x∈N is said to be a path. We say that (Pcx(x))x∈N converges
in the limit to the number j i7 either there exists some n∈N with Pcx(x) = j for all
x¿n, or (Pcx(x))x∈N is /nite and its last member is j. Let G be a hypothesis space.
(Pcx(x))x∈N is said to converge correctly on  with respect to G i7 (Pcx(x))x∈N
converges in the limit to a number j and L(Gj) =L. Finally, (Pcx(x))x∈N is said
to *�-converge correctly on  with respect to G if and only if (Pcx(x))x∈N con-
verges correctly on  with respect to G, and (Pcx(x))x∈N ful/lls the monotonicity
constraint �.

For the sake of readability, we now de/ne the notion of an in7nite computation tree
(cf. [34]). For a PIM P equipped with a t-sided coin, and a text  for a recursive lan-
guage L, we de/ne TP;  to be the t-ary tree representing all possible outputs of P when
fed . Each node of TP;  can be identi/ed with a member of the set

⋃
n∈N{0; : : : ; t−1}n

and corresponds to a hypothesis produced by P when fed . 3 Thus, the paths of TP; 

correspond to the in/nite sequences (Pcx(x))x∈N.
Let o be a node in TP; , and let cm ∈{0; : : : ; t − 1}m+1 be the corresponding /nite

sequence for an m∈N. The hypothesis Pcm(m) is denoted by ind(o). Let o′ be any
other node in TP; : o′ is said to be a successor of o, and o is called a predecessor
of o′ i7 there exist a coin-oracle c′, and an n∈N; n¿m, such that cm = c′m and c′n

corresponds to o′. Next, we de/ne the notion of a level in TP; . Let x∈N. The level
0 is de/ned to be ∅. For x∈N+, we de/ne the level x of the tree TP;  to be the

2 Analogously, probabilistic oracle machines can be de/ned. Thereby, a probabilistic oracle inductive
inference machine (POIM) is an OIM equipped with a t-sided coin. The hypotheses produced by an
POIM, when fed a text , depend on the text, on the answers to the queries, and on the outcome of the
coin 4ips.

3 Thereby, {0; : : : ; t−1}n is the set of all /nite sequences (c0; : : : ; cn−1) of length n with ci ∈ {0; : : : ; t−1}
for i6n− 1.
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set of all nodes o such that o corresponds to a 7nite sequence s∈{0; : : : ; t − 1}x.
Furthermore, we de/ne TP; x to be the /nite subtree of TP;  consisting of all nodes
o∈ levely, y6x + 1.

Finally, let c∈{0; : : : ; t− 1}∞ be a coin-oracle. A path (Pcx(x))x∈N is said to pass
through a node in TP;  i7 there is an m∈N such that o corresponds to cm.

Let O be a set of nodes in TP; . Then we de/ne the weight of O (w(O)) to be
the probability of the set of all coin-oracles c∈{0; : : : ; t − 1}∞ such that (Pcx(x))x∈N
passes through a node o∈O. It is easy to see that w(O) is invariant against the adding
of successors, i.e., if o is a node, o =∈ O, and there exists a node o′ ∈O such that o is
a successor of o′, then w(O) =w(O ∪ {o}).

Now, let Pr denote the canonical Borel-measure on the Borel-"-algebra on {0; : : : ;
t− 1}∞. For more details about PIMs, measurability and in/nite computation trees we
refer the reader to Pitt [34].

De�nition 5 (Wiehagen et al. [42] and Pitt [34]). Let L be an indexed family, let
L∈ range(L), and let G= (Gj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. Let p∈ [0; 1]. A PIM
P CLIMprob(p)-identi/es L from text with respect to G i7 the following holds for
every text  for L:

Pr({c |Pc converges correctly on  w:r:t: G})¿p:

P CLIMprob(p)-identi/es L from text with respect to G i7 P CLIMprob(p)-identi/es
each L∈ range(L) from text with respect to G.

Let CLIMprob(p) denote the collection of all indexed families for which there are
a PIM P and a hypothesis space G such that P CLIMprob(p)-identi/es L with respect
to G.

Finally, we de/ne monotonic probabilistic learning of indexed families (cf. [16, 25]).

De�nition 6 (Jain and Sharma [16] and Meyer [25]). Let L be an indexed family,
let L∈ range(L), and let G= (Gj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. Let �∈{SMON;MON;
COV} be a monotonicity constraint. Let p∈ [0; 1], and let P be a PIM equipped with
a t-sided coin.

P C�prob(p)-identi/es L from text with respect to G i7 the following condition
holds for every text  for L:

Pr({c |Pc C� − converges correctly on  w:r:t: G})¿p:

P C�prob(p)-identi/es L with respect to G i7 P C�prob(p)-identi/es each L∈
range(L) with respect to G. The collections C�prob(p) are de/ned as usual.

Let P be a PIM equipped with a t-sided coin, let L be a recursive language, and
let ∈ text(L). Let p∈ [0; 1]. Assume that P C�prob(p)-identi/es L from text with
respect to a hypothesis space G. Let c∈{0; : : : ; t − 1}∞ be a coin-oracle which does
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not contribute to the learning success of P when fed . Then the de/nition implies that
P diverges on that run or converges and injures the monotonicity constraint.

Pitt [34] showed that every PIM P equipped with a t-sided coin can be simulated by
a PIM P′ equipped with a two-sided coin such that every language identi/able from P
with a probability ¿p is identi/able from P′ with a probability ¿p. The same result
holds for probabilistic inference machines ful/lling monotonicity constraints. Unless
otherwise speci/ed, we assume that every PIM considered is equipped with a two-
sided coin.

5. Comparing the power of probabilistic learning and oracle identi�cation

5.1. Compensating the power of probabilistic learning machines

In the /rst part of this subsection, we show that K is su1cient for compensating
the power of probabilistic learning under monotonicity constraints provided the prob-
abilistic learning machines are required to learn with probability p¿1=2 (p¿2=3 in
the monotonic case). Thereby, an oracle A is said to be suCcient for compensating the
power of *�prob(p)-learning, *∈{E; (; C}, �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}, if and only if
*�prob(p)⊆ *�[A].

Theorem 7. Let p¿1=2; let �∈{SMON;COV} be a monotonicity constraint; and let
L be an indexed family such that L is �prob(p)-identi7able with respect to a class
preserving hypothesis space G. Then L is �-identi7able with respect to G by an
oracle machine which has access to K.

Proof. Stephan [37] proved that K closes the gap between conservative learning and
identi/cation in the limit, i.e., ECOV [K] =LIM . From this, and from the fact that
every indexed family which is identi/able with a probability p¿1=2 is deterministically
identi/able (cf. [27]), it follows that K is su1cient for compensating the power of
conservative probabilistic learning if p¿1=2.

Let �=SMON . Let p∈ [0; 1]; p¿1=2, and let L∈SMONprob(p) with respect to a
class preserving hypothesis space G. Let P be a PIM which SMON-identi/es L with
probability p. Let L∈ range(L), let ∈ text(L), and let TP;  be the in/nite computation
tree induced by P and . Since P SMON-identi/es L with probability p¿1=2, there
exist a sequence k1; k2; : : : of natural numbers with ki¡kj for all i; j∈N, and, for every
i∈N, a set of nodes Oi ⊆ level ki such that the sequence (Oi)i∈N has the following
properties:

(1) w(Oi)¿1=2 for all i∈N,
(2) L(Gind(o′)) =L(Gind(o)) for all o; o′ ∈Oi, and for all i∈N, and
(3) L(Gind(o))⊆L(Gind(o′)) for all o∈Oi, o′ ∈Oj, and for all i; j∈N; i¡j.

Furthermore, there exists an i∈N such that for all j¿i, and for all o∈Oj, L(Gind(o))
is equal to L. Moreover, condition (3) yields that, for oki ∈Oi, i∈N, the sequence of
languages (L(Gind(oki )))i∈N is strong-monotonic.
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Obviously, we can enumerate a sequence (ki)i∈N ful/lling (1)–(3) by asking ques-
tions to K. Hence, we can de/ne an oracle machine M [K] which SMON-identi/es
L with respect to G as follows. Let L∈ range(L), let ∈ text(L), and let x∈N.
OIM M [K]: On input x; M [K] works as follows: If x= 0, then set M [K](0)

:=⊥. If x¿0, and if M [K](x−1) is consistent with x, then set M [K](x) :=M [K]
(x−1).

Otherwise, use K-oracle to compute the /nite sequence k0; k1; : : : . If x¡k0, then
set M [K](x) :=⊥. Otherwise let m be the greatest natural number with km6x. Test
whether range(x)⊆L(Gind(o)) for o∈Om. If yes, then set M [K](x) := ind(o) for a
node o∈Om. Otherwise set M [K](x) :=M [K](x−1).
End:

Obviously, M [K] SMON-identi/es L with respect to G.

In the case of monotonic learning, we can show an analogous result provided the
probability p is greater than 2=3.

Theorem 8. Let p¿2=3; and let L be an indexed family such that L is MONprob

(p)-identi7able with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space G. Then L is
MON-identi7able with respect to G by an oracle machine which has access to K.

Proof. Let p¿2=3, and let L∈MONprob(p) with respect to a class preserving hy-
pothesis space G. Let P be a PIM which MON-identi/es L with probability p. Let
L∈ range(L), let  be a text for L, and let TP;  be the in/nite computation tree in-
duced by P and . Since P MON-identi/es L with probability p¿2=3, there exists a
sequence k1; k2; : : : of natural numbers with ki¡kj for all i; j∈N, and, for every i∈N,
a set of nodes Oi ⊆ level ki such that the sequence (Oi)i∈N has the following properties:

(1) w(Oi)¿2=3 for all i∈N, and
(2) L(Gind(o′)) =L(Gind(o)) for all o; o′ ∈Oi, and for all i∈N.

Clearly, we can enumerate an in/nite sequence (ki)i∈N ful/lling (1) and (2) by
using the K-oracle. Furthermore, there exists an i∈N such that for all j¿i, and
for all o∈Oj, L(Gind(o)) =L. Finally, we have to show that for oki ∈Oi, i∈N, the
sequence of languages (L(Gind(oki ))i∈N is monotonic. Let i; j∈N, i¡j. Let succj(Oi)
be the set of nodes on level kj which have a predecessor in Oi. Then the weight of
the set Oj ∩ succj(Oi) is greater than 1=3. Thus, L(Gind(o))∩L⊆L(Gind(o′))∩L for all
o∈Oi, and o′ ∈Oj ∩ succj(Oi). Consequently, the sequence (L(Gind(oki ))i∈N is mono-
tonic for all oki ∈Oi, and all i∈N. Hence, an identifying OIM may be constructed as in
Theorem 7.

Since in both proofs, the hypothesis space is not changed, we immediately get the
following corollary for proper and class preserving probabilistic learning.

Corollary 9. Let *∈{E; (}.
(a) *SMONprob(p)⊆ *SMON[K] for all p¿1=2.
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(b) *COVprob(p)⊆ *COV [K] for all p¿1=2.
(c) *MONprob(p)⊆ *MON[K] for all p¿2=3.

Obviously, K is su1cient for compensating the power of class comprising con-
servative and class comprising strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with proba-
bility p¿1=2, and class comprising monotonic probabilistic learning with p¿2=3,
since there is no gain of learning power in the case of class comprising learning (cf.
[27]). Hence, K is suCcient for compensating the power of conservative and strong-
monotonic probabilistic learning with p¿1=2, and monotonic probabilistic learning
with p¿2=3.

By using similar proof techniques as in [27], we can show that K is necessary
for compensating the power of conservative and monotonic probabilistic learning. In
the following, we give the precise de/nition of the term necessary in the context of
probabilistic learning of indexed families.

De�nition 10. Let *∈{E; (; C} �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}, and let p¿1=2. An oracle
A is called necessary for compensating the power of *�prob(p)-learning if for all oracles
B, the following holds:

*�prob(p)⊆ *�[B] implies B¿T A:

If A is su1cient and necessary for compensating the power of *�prob(p)-learning, then
A is said to be adequate for compensating the power of *�prob(p)-learning.

Note that an oracle which is adequate for compensating the power of *�prob(p)-
learning is not required to characterize the probabilistic learning class in the sense that
*�prob(p) = *�[A]. Later we shall see that probabilistic learning under monotonicity
constraints cannot be characterized in terms of oracle identi/cation. However, if an
oracle A is adequate for compensating the power of *�prob(p)-learning, than the Turing
degree of A may be considered as a measure for the di1culty of the learning problems
in *�prob(p).

In the following, we show that K is necessary for compensating the power of con-
servative and monotonic probabilistic learning. Before starting we need the following
de/nition.

De�nition 11. Let M [B] be an oracle machine, and let A be an oracle. Let EA be
an algorithm enumerating A. We say that M [B] can be transformed into a decision
procedure for A if and only if, for all k ∈N, M [B] can compute a /nite sequence of
strings "k such that the following holds: E−1

A (k)6length("k) or k =∈A.

Theorem 12. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Let n∈N; n¿1. Then there exists an
indexed family Ln

A ∈ECOVprob(n=(n + 1)) such that (a) and (b) are satis7ed:

(a) For every oracle machine M [ ] and every oracle B; the following holds. If M [B]
COV-identi7es Ln

A ; then M [B] can be transformed into a decision procedure for
A; and
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(b) for all oracles B; A6T B; there exists an oracle machine M [ ] such that M [B]
COV-identi7es Ln

A .

Proof. Let � := {a; b}. Let n∈N, n¿1. Let 〈 ; 〉 be an e7ective encoding of N×N,
and let k; j∈N. Let z; r ∈N, r6n− 1, with j = nz + r. In the following de/nition of
L〈k; j〉, we use the languages Lk and LAk which were de/ned in Section 3:2:

(1) If k ∈A, z6E−1
A (k) − 1, then set

L〈k; j〉 := LAk ∪ {akbE−1
A (k)+r+1};

(2) if k ∈A, E−1
A (k)6z¡2E−1

A (k), then set

L〈k; j〉 := {akbm |m62E−1
A (k) − z} ∪ {akbE−1

A (k)+r+1};
(3) if k ∈A and z¿2E−1

A (k), or k =∈A, then

L〈k; j〉 := Lk :

Then Ln
A = (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N is an indexed family which is properly conservatively identi-

/able by an oracle machine having access to A. An identifying oracle machine can be
de/ned as follows. Let L∈ range(Ln

A ) be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let k ∈N
with range(0)⊂Lk , and let x∈N.
OIM M [A]: On input x, M [A] works as follows: If x= 0, then M [A] tests whether

k ∈A or not. If k =∈A, then set M [A](0) := 〈k; 0〉. If x∈A, then set M [A](0) :=⊥.
If x¿0, and k =∈A, then set M [A](x) := 〈k; 0〉. If x¿0, and k ∈A, then test whether

range(x)⊆LAk . In case it is, set M [A](x) := ⊥. Otherwise distinguish the following
cases:

(A) If M [A](x−1) is consistent with x, then set M [A](x) :=M [A](x−1).
(B) If M [A](x−1) is not consistent with x, then M [A] tests whether there are numbers

z; r ∈N, E−1
A (k)6z¡2E−1

A (k), r6n − 1, such that L〈k; nz+r〉 contains range(x).
If yes, then M [A] searches for the greatest number zmax¡2E−1

A (k) such that an
r6n− 1 exists with range(x)⊆L〈k; nzmax+r〉. Set

M [A](x) := 〈k; nzmax + r〉:
If there are no such numbers z and r, then M [A] guesses 〈k; j〉 where j is the
smallest natural number such that range(x)⊆L〈k; j〉.

End:

It is easy to see, that M [A] properly conservatively identi/es Ln
A . Next, we show that

Ln
A is properly conservatively identi/able with probability n=(n+ 1). De/ne a (n+ 1)-

sided PIM P as follows. Let L∈ range(Ln
A ) be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let

k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk . Let c be a coin-oracle, and let x∈N.

PIM P: On input x, Pc works as follows: If x= 0, then distinguish the following
cases. If c06n− 1, then set Pcx(0) := 〈k; c0〉. If c0 = n, then set Pcx(0) :=⊥.
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If x¿0, then test whether range(x)⊆LAk . If yes, then Pc x
(x) :=Pc x−1

(x−1). Oth-
erwise distinguish the following cases:

(A) If Pc x−1
(x−1) is consistent with x, then set Pc x

(x) :=Pc x−1
(x−1).

(B) If Pc x−1
(x−1) is not consistent with x, then Pc tests whether there are numbers

z; r ∈N, E−1
A (k)6z¡2E−1

A (k), r6n − 1, with range(x)⊆L〈k; nz+r〉. If yes, then
Pc searches for the greatest number zmax¡2E−1

A (k) such that an r6n− 1 exists
with range(x)⊆L〈k; nzmax+r〉. Set

Pcx(x) := 〈k; nzmax + r〉:
If there are no such numbers r and z, then set Pc x

(x) := 〈k; j〉 where j is the
smallest natural number such that range(x)⊆L〈k; j〉.

End:

It remains to show that P properly conservatively identi/es Ln
A with p¿n=(n + 1).

Consider any k ∈N. If k =∈A, then all languages L〈k;j〉, j∈N, are equal to Lk , and
P identi/es Lk with probability p= n=(n + 1). If k ∈A, then, for every z; z′; r ∈N,
z′¡E−1

A (k), E−1
A (k)6z¡2E−1

A (k), r6n − 1, the language L〈k; nz+r〉 has exactly one
overgeneralization in {L〈k; nz′〉; : : : ; L〈k; nz′+n−1〉}. Thus, the weight of conservative paths

for the languages L〈k; j〉 = {akbm |m62E−1
A (k)− z}∪ {akbE

−1
A (k)+r+1} is exactly n=(n+

1). Obviously, the languages L〈k; j〉 =LAk ∪{akbE
−1
A (k)+r+1}, j = nz + r, z6E−1

A (k) − 1,
r6n − 1, are conservatively identi/able with probability p= n=(n + 1). Thus, Ln

A is
properly conservatively identi/able with probability p= n=(n + 1).

Finally, let B be an oracle, and let M [B] be an oracle machine having access to B
which conservatively identi/es Ln

A with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space
G. Obviously, Lk ∈Ln

A . Let k be the canonical text for Lk . Then there must be an n0

such that kn0+2 ⊆L(GM (kn0
)). Notice that L(GM (kn0

))∈Ln
A . Hence, k =∈A or E−1

A (k)6n0,

since otherwise there exists a language L in Ln
A containing range(kn0

) with L being a
proper subset of L(G(M (kn0

)). Thus, the result is proved.

In [27] we showed that the indexed family Ln
A de/ned in the proof of Theorem 12 is

not conservatively identi/able with a probability p¿n=(n+1) with respect to any class
preserving hypothesis space. By using the same proof technique, we can show that Ln

A

is identi/able by a probabilistic oracle machine P[B] if and only if p¿n=(n + 1). By
combining and generalizing the proof techniques developed in [23, 27], we can even
show the following result for A=K (cf. [30]).

Theorem 13. Let n; s∈N; 16s¡n. Then there exists an indexed family Ln; s
K ∈

ECOVprob(n=(n + s)) such that every probabilistic oracle machine which conser-
vatively identi7es Ln; s

K with a probability p¿n=(n + s) with respect to a class
preserving hypothesis space can be transformed into a decision procedure for
K; i.e.; the knowledge of K is necessary even if we only want to enhance the
probability.
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Since the set D= {m∈ [1=2; 1] | ∃n; s∈N; 16s6n, with m= n=(n+ s)} is dense in
[1=2; 1], it follows from Theorem 13 that in the case of class preserving conservative
probabilistic learning with p¿1=2, the probabilistic hierarchy is dense.

Corollary 14. 〈COVprob(p)〉p∈[0;1] is dense in the interval [1=2; 1].

For monotonic learning, we can prove analogous results.

Theorem 15. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Let n; s∈N such that s+ 1 is a factor
of n. Then there exists an indexed family Ln; s

A ∈EMONprob(2n=(2n + s)) such that
(a) and (b) are satis7ed:

(a) For every oracle machine M [ ] and every oracle B; the following holds. If M [B]
MON-identi7es Ln; s

A ; then M [B] can be transformed into a decision procedure
for A; and

(b) for all oracles B; A6T B; there exists an oracle machine M [ ] such that M [B]
MON-identi7es Ln; s

A .

Proof. Let � := {a; b}. Let EA be an algorithm enumerating A. Let z ∈N with n= z(s+
1). Let

Dr = {m ∈ N | r(s + 1)6m ¡ (r + 1)(s + 1)}:
Let (Dr

i )i6(s+1
2 )−1 be an e7ective enumeration of all subsets of Dr with cardinality 2.

Let 〈 ; 〉:N×{0; : : : ; (n+ z
(s+1

2

)
)− 1}→N be an e7ective encoding of N×{0; : : : ; (n+

z
(s+1

2

)
) − 1}. Let k; j∈N, j6(n + z

(s+1
2

)
) − 1:

(1) If k =∈A, then L〈k; j〉 :=Lk for all j6(n + z
(s+1

2

)
) − 1.

(2) If k ∈A, and j6n− 1, then L〈k; j〉 :=LAk ∪{akbE
−1
A (k)+( j+1)}.

(3) If k ∈A, and j¿n, then let r ∈N, 06r6z−1, with n+r
(s+1

2

)
6j¡n+(r+1)

(s+1
2

)
,

and set

L〈k; j〉 := LAk ∪ {akbE−1
A (k)+(m+1) |m ∈ Dr

j−(n+r( s+1
2 ))}:

It follows that Ln; s
A := (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N; j6(n+z(s+1

2 ))−1 is an indexed family witnessing the
desired separation. An identifying oracle machine can be de/ned as follows. Let
L∈ range(Ln; s

A ) be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk .
OIM M [A]: On input x, M [A] works as follows: If x= 0, then M [A] tests whether

k ∈A or not. In case k =∈A, then set M [A](0) := 〈k; 0〉. In case k ∈A, set M [A](0) :=⊥.
If x¿0, and k =∈A, then set M [A](x) := 〈k; 0〉. If x¿0, and k ∈A, then test whether

range(x)⊆LAk . In case it is, set M [A](x) := ⊥. Otherwise distinguish the follow-
ing cases. If M [A](x−1) is consistent with x, then set M [A](x) :=M [A](x−1). If
M [A](x−1) is not consistent with x, then M [A] searches for the smallest natural num-
ber j such that range(x)⊆L〈k; j〉. Set M [A](x) := 〈k; j〉.

End:

It is easy to see that M [A] monotonically identi/es Ln; s
A . Next, we show that Ln; s

A
is properly monotonically identi/able with probability p= 2n=(2n + s). De/ne a
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(2n + s)-sided PIM P as follows. Let L∈ range(Ln; s
A ), and let ∈ text(L). Let k ∈N

with range(0)⊂Lk . Let c be a coin-oracle. Let x∈N.

PIM P: On input x, Pc works as follows: If x= 0, and if c06n − 1, then set
Pc x

(0) := 〈k; c0〉. If n6c062n− 1, then set Pc x
(0) := 〈k; c0 − n〉. If c0¿2n, then set

Pc x
(0) :=⊥.

If x¿0, test whether range(x)⊆LAk . In case it is, set Pc x
(x) :=Pc x−1

(x−1). Oth-
erwise, the actual text x contradicts at least n − 2 of the languages L〈k; j〉, j6n − 1.
Distinguish the following cases:

(A) If Pc x−1
(x−1) is consistent with x, then set Pc x

(x) :=Pc x−1
(x−1).

(B) If x contradicts every language L〈k; j〉, j6n− 1, then an unique l¿n exists with
range(x)⊆L〈k; l〉. Set Pc x

(x) := 〈k; l〉.
(C) Assume that there exists a j6n − 1 such that 〈k; j〉 is consistent with x. Let

r6z − 1 with r(s + 1)6j¡(r + 1)(s + 1). Distinguish the following cases.
(C1) If c0¿n, then set Pc x

(x) := 〈k; j〉:
(C2) Assume c06n − 1. If c0 = j, or c0¡r(s + 1), or c0¿(r + 1)(s + 1), then

set Pc x
(x) := 〈k; j〉.

(C3) If r(s+1)6c0¡(r+1)(s+1), and c0 = j, then set Pc x
(x) := 〈k; c0〉: Notice

that in this case Pc x
(x) = 〈k; j〉:

End:

It remains to show that P monotonically identi/es Ln; s
A with probability p= 2n=(2n+s).

Consider any k ∈N. If k =∈A, then all languages L〈k; j〉, j6(n+z
(s+1

2

)
)−1, in Ln; s

A are
equal to Lk , and P identi/es Lk with probability p= 2n=(2n+ s). Assume k ∈A. Then
it follows from (C3) that, for every j6n− 1, there are exactly s paths which are not
convergent on the canonical text for a language L〈k; j〉. Thus, P monotonically identi/es
every language L〈k; j〉, j6n−1, with probability p= 2n=(2n+s). For j¿n−1, it follows
from (C1) that there are exactly s paths which are not monotonic on the canonical
text for L〈k; j〉. Thus, P monotonically identi/es every language L〈k; j〉, j¿n − 1, with
probability p= 2n=(2n + s).

Finally, let B be an oracle, and let M [B] be an oracle machine having access to B
which monotonically identi/es Ln; s

A with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space
G. Let L∈ range(Ln; s

A ) be a language, and let k ∈N with L∩Lk = ∅. Let ("i)i∈N be the
sequence of all /nite sequences of strings from �∗ with range("i)⊂Lk . Let x∈N be
the smallest natural number with M [B]("x) = ⊥, 4 and let m∈N be the greatest natural
number with akbm ∈ range("x). In the following, we show that E−1

A (k)6m or k =∈A.
Assume that k ∈A, and E−1

A (k)¿m+1. Then range("x)⊆LAk . Since G is class preserv-
ing, L(GM [B]("x)) is either a language of the form LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+( j+1)}, j6n−1, or
a language of the form LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+(m+1) |m∈Dr

i }, r6z−1, i6
(s+1

2

)−1. In the

latter case, the languages LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+(m+1)}, m∈Dr
i , contain range("x). Hence,

4 Such a natural number exists, since all languages in Ln; s
A are subsets of Lk .
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LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+(m+1) |m∈Dr
i } is not monotonically identi/able. Suppose M [B] starts

with a language of the form LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+( j+1)}. Let r6z− 1 with r(s+ 1)6j¡
(r + 1)(s + 1), and let j′ ∈N, r(s + 1)6j′¡(r + 1)(s + 1), j = j′. Then the lan-
guages LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+( j′+1)}, and LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+( j+1); akb(EA)−1(k)+( j′+1)} are in
LA

n; s. Moreover, both languages contain range("x). Hence, M [B] cannot monotonically

identify the language LAk ∪{akb(EA)−1(k)+( j+1); akb(EA)−1(k)+( j′+1)}. Thus, our assumption
leads to a contradiction. It follows that E−1

A (k)6m or k =∈A.

Remark that it was not shown that the indexed family Ln; s
A de/ned in Theorem 15

is not monotonically identi/able with a probability p¿2n=(2n+ s). However, by gen-
eralizing the proof techniques developed in [23, 27], we can show the following result.
A detailed proof can be found in [30].

Theorem 16. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Let n; s∈N such that s+ 1 is a factor
of n; and 2n=(2n+s)¿4=5. Then there exists an indexed family Ln; s

A ∈EMONprob(2n=
(2n + s)) such that every probabilistic oracle machine which monotonically identi7es
Ln; s

A with a probability p¿2n=(2n + s) with respect to a class preserving hypothesis
space can be transformed into a decision procedure for A.

Theorems 12 and 15 immediately imply that every probabilistic learning class *�prob
(p), *∈{E; (}, �∈{COV ;MON} contains learning problems which are *�-identi/able
by an oracle machine M [B] if and only if M [B] has access to K.

Corollary 17. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Let *∈{E; (}; �∈{COV ;MON}. Let
p¡1. Then there exists an indexed family L

p
A such that every oracle machine

M [B] *�-identifying L
p
A can be transformed into a decision procedure for A. In

particular; there exists an indexed family L
p
K ∈ *�prob(p) such that every oracle ma-

chine M [B] *�-identifying L
p
K can be transformed into a decision procedure for K.

Hence, K is adequate for compensating the power of proper and class preserv-
ing conservative and monotonic learning, respectively, with probability p¿1=2 and
p¿2=3, respectively. In particular, no weaker oracle is su1cient.

Corollary 18. Let A be an oracle with A¡T K; and let p¡1. Then

(a) ECOVprob(p) \ECOV [A] = ∅; and
(b) EMONprob(p) \MON [A] = ∅.

Obviously, strong-monotonic probabilistic learning is weaker than conservative and
monotonic probabilistic learning, respectively, with respect to set-inclusion, i.e., ev-
ery indexed family which is strong-monotonically identi/able with probability p is
conservatively and monotonically identi/able with probability p. In the following, we
show that the weakness of strong-monotonic probabilistic learning can be expressed in
terms of Turing complexity, i.e., strong-monotonic probabilistic learning is weaker than
conservative or monotonic probabilistic learning in the sense that there are low oracles
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which are su1cient for compensating the power of strong-monotonic probabilistic learn-
ing with probability p¿2=3.

In the case of strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with p62=3, however, we
need K for compensating the power of strong-monotonic probabilistic learning. This
follows from the fact that an indexed family which is strong-monotonically identi/able
with p= 2=3 but not with a higher probability, may contain two languages L1; L2 such
that the question “L1 =L2?” is Turing equivalent to the halting problem. In particular,
the probabilistic learning class ESMONprob(2=3) is able to encode every recursively
enumerable oracle.

Theorem 19. Let A∈RE \REC be an oracle. Then there exists an indexed fam-
ily L

2=3
A ∈ESMONprob(2=3); L2=3

A ∈ESMON [A]; such that every oracle machine M [B]
SMON-identifying L

2=3
A can be transformed into a decision procedure for A.

Proof. Let A∈RE \REC be an oracle. Let EA be an algorithm which enumerates
A. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N × {0; 1}→N be an e7ective encoding of N × {0; 1}, and let k; j∈N,
j∈{0; 1}. Set

L〈k; j〉 := LAk ∪ {akbE−1
A (k)+1+j}:

Obviously, L
2=3
A = (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N; j61 is an indexed family. Furthermore, L

2=3
A ∈

ESMONprob(2=3). Since we proved this result in [27] for A=K, we omit the proof
here. Next we show that L2=3

A is properly strong-monotonically identi/able by an oracle
machine having access to A. An identifying oracle machine can be de/ned as follows.
Let L∈ range(L2=3

A ) be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk ,
and let x∈N.
OIM M [A]: On input x, M [A] works as follows: If k ∈A, then set M [A](0) :=

〈k; 0〉. If k ∈A, and if range(x) :=L〈k; j〉 for every j∈{0; 1}, then set M [A](x) := ⊥.
If range(x) =L〈k; j〉 for a j∈{0; 1}, then set M [A](x) := 〈k; j〉.
End:

Obviously, M [A] SMON-identi/es L
2=3
A . Notice that M [A] is a /nite learner, since it

only outputs one hypothesis. It remains to show that L
2=3
A characterizes A. Let B be

an oracle, and let M [B] be an OIM having access to B which strong-monotonically
learns L

2=3
A with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space G. Let  be a text for a

language L∈ range(L2=3
A ). Let x∈N be the smallest number with M [B](x) = ⊥, and

let m∈N the greatest number with akbm ∈ range(x). Then, k =∈A or E−1
A (k)6m− 1,

since otherwise there exists a language L in range(L2=3
A ) containing range(x) with

L(G(M (x))*L. Hence, our theorem is proved.

From Theorems 12, 15, and 19, we can draw the following corollary which shows
that, for every recursively enumerable oracle A, A not recursive, the oracle learn-
ing classes *�[A], �∈{COV;MON; SMON}, contain an indexed family which is *�-
identi/able by an oracle machine M [B] if and only if A6T B.
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Corollary 20. Let A∈RE \REC be an oracle. Let *∈{E; (}; and let �∈{SMON;
MON;COV}. Then there exists an indexed family LA such that for all oracles B
holds:

LA ∈ *�[B] if and only if A6T B:

In particular; *�[A] \ *� = ∅.

The next theorem is the main result of this subsection. We show that every Peano-
complete oracle is su1cient for compensating the power of proper strong-monotonic
probabilistic learning with p¿2=3. Hence, K is not necessary for compensating the
power of proper strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with probability p¿2=3. No-
tice that in the case of class preserving probabilistic learning, SMONprob(p) =SMON
for all p¿2=3 (cf. [27]).

Theorem 21. Let A be a Peano-complete oracle. Let L be an indexed family such
that L is ESMON-identi7able with a probability p¿2=3. Then L is ESMON-
identi7able by an oracle machine which has access to A.

Proof. Let L be an indexed family such that L∈ ⋃
2=3¡p¡1 ESMONprob(p). Let P

be a PIM such that P ESMONprob(p)-identi/es L with a probability p¿2=3. Let
L∈ range(L) be a language, and let = (x)x∈N be a text for L. Let x∈N with

w({o ∈ level x | ind(o) =⊥; and range(x)⊆L(Gind(o))}) ¿ 2=3:5

Since L is strong-monotonically identi/able with probability p¿2=3, there is a min-
imal language Lxmin on level x of TP; x with the following property (cf. [27]). Let
o∈ level x. If range(x)⊆L(Gind(o)), then Lxmin ⊆L(Gind(o)). Moreover, Lxmin ⊆L, and
there are less than 1=3 · 2x-many nodes on level x with Lind(o) being a proper superset
of Lxmin. We show that it is possible to /nd a node o∈ level x with Lind(o) =Lxmin by
asking questions to A.

Let (oh)2x+16h62x+1 be an e7ective enumeration of all nodes on level x of TP; . Set

Nx := {h ∈ {2x + 1; : : : ; 2x+1} | ind(oh) =⊥; range(x)⊆L(Gind(oh))}:
Let (wi)i∈N be an e7ective enumeration of �∗, and let Wn := {wo; : : : ; wn} be the set
containing the /rst n + 1 elements of �∗ in this enumeration. For x; t ∈N, x6t, let
Mt; x be the set of all pairs of natural numbers (t; h), h∈Nx such that:

(1) Lind(oh) ∩Wt′ ⊆Lind(ol) ∩Wt′ for all t′¡t, and for all l∈Nx, l = h, and
(2) there exists an l∈Nx with Lind(oh) ∩Wt \Lind(ol) ∩Wt = ∅.

Obviously, if (t; h)∈Mt; x, then Lind(oh) is a proper superset of the minimal language
Lxmin. Since there are less than 1=3 · 2x-many nodes o on level x with Lxmin ⊂L(Gind(o)),

5 Notice that the weight of the set {o∈ level y | ind(o) �= ⊥; and range(y)⊆ L(Gind(o))} is greater than
2=3 for almost all y∈N, since L is strong-monotonically identi/able with probability p¿2=3.
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the set

OGx := {h ∈ Nx | ∃t ∈ N: (t; h) ∈ Mt;x}
has cardinality ¡1=3 · 2x, and – because of condition (1) – |⋃t∈NMt; x|¡1=3 · 2x.
There exists an e7ective procedure M which enumerates the elements of |⋃t∈NMt; x|
for every x∈N without repetitions. For the mth element appearing in the list M (x),
we write M (x)m. Note that M (x) may be empty.

Now, we de/ne for every x; m∈N, m6(1=3 ·2x)−1 a recursive function Fx;m:Nx →
{0; 1}. Let m6(1=3 · 2x) − 1, h∈Nx:

Fx;m(h) :=




1 if ∃t(t; h) ∈ Mt; x; (t; h) = (M (x))m;

0 if ∃t; h′(t; h′) ∈ Mt; x; (t; h′) = (M (x))m; h = h′

↑ otherwise:

Intuitively, the functions de/ned above are links to the overgeneralizations of Lxmin.
Notice that Fx;m(h) = 0 if there is an mth element in the list M (x) which is not equal
to (t; h). Obviously, Fx;m is partial recursive for all m6(1=3 · 2x)− 1. Moreover, Fx;m
has the following properties:

(1) Either Fx;m(h) ↑ for all h∈Nx, or Fx;m(h) is de/ned for all h∈Nx.
(2) If there exists an mth element in Mx, then Fx;m(h) = 1 for exactly one h∈Nx, and

Fx;m(h′) = 0 for all h′ ∈Nx, h′ = h.
(3) If L(Gind(oh)) is an overgeneralization of Lxmin, then there exists an m6(1=3 ·2x)−1

with Fx;m(h) = 1, and Fx;m(h′) = 0 for all h′ ∈Nx, h′ = h.

Let m6(1=3 · 2x) − 1. Since A is Peano-complete, there exists a total, A-recursive
extension FA

x;m of Fx;m. Then the following holds. Whenever h1; h2 ∈Nx, h1 = h2,
and FA

x;m(h1) =FA
x;m(h2) = 1, then |⋃t∈NMt; x|¡m, and Fx;m(h) =∞ for all h∈Nx,

since otherwise (2) holds. 6 However, we cannot conclude that | ∪t∈NMt; x|6m in case
FA
x;m(h) = 1 for exactly one h∈Nx.
Assume that for every function FA

x;m, m∈{0; : : : ; 1=3 · 2x}, there are h1; h2 ∈Nx with
FA
x; m(h1) =FA

x;m(h2) = 1. Then, as argued above, Fx;m(h) =∞ for all m∈{0; : : : ; 1=3 ·
2x}, and h∈Nx. Thus, all languages on level x are equal to Lxmin. Otherwise, let
FA
x;mi1

; : : : ; FA
x;mir

, mi0 ; : : : ; mir ∈{0; : : : ; 1=3 ·2x} be the set of functions with FA
x;miv

(h) = 1
for at most one h∈Nx. Then there exists an h∈Nx with FA

x;miv
(h) = 0 for all v6r.

Thus, we can conclude

Lind(o; h) = Lxmin:

Now, it is easy to see how to de/ne an oracle machine M [A] which properly strong-
monotonically identi/es L; since the sequence of minimal languages is strong-
monotonic and converges to L (cf. [27]).

6 In this case FA
x; m =F;m(h) for all h∈Nx .
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Hence, every Peano-complete oracle is su1cient for compensating the power of
strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with p¿2=3. Now the question arises whether
the property to be Peano-complete is necessary in order to compensate the power of
proper strong-monotonic probabilistic learning. We conjecture that this is not true, since
it is not possible to encode the problem ’k(k)≡ i mod 2, k ∈N, i∈{0; 1}, in a learning
problem which is strong-monotonically identi/able with probability p¿2=3.

Since there exist low Peano-complete oracles, i.e, oracles A such that the halt-
ing problem relative to A is Turing equivalent to K, we can draw the following
corollary.

Corollary 22. There exists a low oracle which is suCcient for compensating the power
of proper strong-monotonic learning with probability p¿2=3.

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 21 and the fact that there exist low Peano-
complete oracles (cf. [31]).

5.2. When K is not suCcient

We already showed that in case of strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, the prob-
ability p= 2=3 plays an important role, since, for p¿2=3, an arbitrary Peano-complete
oracle is su1cient for compensating the power of the probabilistic learning machines,
whereas for p62=3, K is su1cient and necessary. In this subsection, we show some
bound results for conservative and monotonic probabilistic learning. In particular, we
prove that K is not su1cient for compensating the power of strong-monotonic and
conservative probabilistic learning with p= 1=2, and monotonic probabilistic learning
with p= 2=3. For conservative learning, it is shown that conservative learning which
K-oracle is incomparable with conservative probabilistic learning with p= 1=2.

Theorem 23. Let *∈{E; (; C}; �∈{SMON;MON;COV} :
(a) ESMONprob(1=2) \CLIM[K] = ∅.
(b) ESMON [K] \CCOVprob(1=2) = ∅.

Proof. The proof of (a) is straightforward; we de/ne an indexed family L consist-
ing of an in/nite language L and all /nite subsets of L. Obviously, L is ESMON-
identi/able with p= 1=2. In [12], it was shown that L is not in CLIM[A] for any
oracle A. The second part of the theorem is a corollary from Theorem 25 which will
be shown in the next subsection.

Next, we show that the bound given in Theorem 8 is strict.

Theorem 24. There exists an indexed family L2=3 ∈ECOV with
(a) L2=3 ∈EMONprob(2=3);
(b) L2=3 ∈CMON[A] for all oracles A.
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Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we de/ne an indexed family as follows. Let
� := {a; d},

(1) L0 := {ak | k ∈N},
(2) Let j∈N, j¿1. Distinguish the following cases:

(2.1) If j is odd, then set Lj := {an | n6j}∪ {dj}:
(2.2) If j is even, then set Lj := {an | n6j}∪ {dj−1}:

Set L2=3 = (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N. Obviously, L2=3 is conservatively identi/able.
In order to show that L2=3 is monotonically identi/able with p= 2=3, de/ne a 3-

sided PIM as follows. Let L∈ range(L2=3) be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let c
be a coin-oracle, and let x∈N.
PIM P: On input x, Px works as follows: Assume x= 0. Then set Pcx(x) := 0 if

and only if c061. If c0 = 2, then set Pcx(x) := ⊥.
If x¿0, then distinguish the following cases:

(A) If Pcx−1
(x−1) is consistent with x, then Pcx(x) :=Pcx−1

(x−1).
(B) If Pcx−1

(x−1) is not consistent with x, then Pc searches for the smallest natural
number j¿1 such that Lj contains the actual text. Distinguish the following cases.
(B1) If the j is odd, then set Pcx(x) := j if and only if c0 ∈{0; 2}. If c0 = 1,

then set Pcx(x) :=Pcx−1
(x−1).

(B2) If j is even, then set Pcx(x) := j.

End:

Then P monotonically identi/es L2=3 with probability p= 2=3.

Finally, let A be an oracle, and let M [A] be an oracle machine which monotonically
identi/es L2=3 with respect to a class comprising hypothesis space G. Let k ∈N, and
let  be the canonical text for L0. Since M [A] CMON-identi/es L0, there must be an
n∈N such that L(GM [A](n)) contains range(n), and two strings aj; a j+1, j∈N odd,
which are not contained in range(n). Let ′ be a text for Lj with n � ′. Then there
must be an n′¿n with M [A](′n′) = j. Now it is easy to see that M [A] cannot identify
Lj+1 monotonically.

5.3. Incomparability of probabilistic learning classes and oracle learning classes

In this subsection, we investigate whether there is an equivalence between an oracle
learning class *�[A] and a probabilistic learning class *�prob(p) for a p¿1=2 (p¿2=3
in the monotonic case). Such an equivalence holds for example in the case of noisy
learning and /nite learning with K-oracle (cf. [37]). More exactly, Stephan showed
that, for learning with informant, noisy learning is equivalent to /nite learning with
K-oracle.

From Corollary 17, we already can conclude that there is no oracle below K which
characterizes a monotonic or conservative probabilistic learning class, or a strong-
monotonic learning class *SMONprob(p) in case p62=3. Thus, K is the only pos-
sible candidate for a characterization. However, it turns out that an indexed family
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exists which is ESMON-identi/able by an oracle machine having access to K; but not
identi/able by any probabilistic machine ful/lling a monotonicity constraint. In particu-
lar, we show that, for every recursively enumerable oracle A; A¡T K; A not recursive,
the probabilistic learning classes *MONprob(p); *COVprob(p); and *SMONprob(p);
p62=3; are not comparable with *MON[A]; *COV [A] and SMON[A];
respectively.

In order to illustrate the power of oracle machines, we show in the next theorem
that, for every recursively enumerable oracle A; A not recursive, there exists an indexed
family LA which is strong-monotonically identi/able by an oracle machine having
access to A; but not conservatively or monotonically identi/able with any probability
p¿0 with respect to any class comprising hypothesis space G.

Theorem 25. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. There exists an indexed family L with
(a) LA ∈ESMON[A];
(b) LA =∈CCOVprob(p) for all p¿0;
(c) LA =∈CMONprob(p) for all p¿0.

Before proving Theorem 25, we note a technical result.

Lemma 26. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let L be an indexed family; let A be an
oracle; and let L∈ESMON[A]\C�prob(p) for some probability p¡1. Then there ex-
ists an indexed family NL such that NL∈ESMON[A]\C�(q) for every q∈ [0; 1]; q¿0.

Proof. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let L= (Li)i∈N be an indexed family, and
let A be an oracle. Suppose L∈ESMON[A]\C�prob(p) for some probability p¡1.
Let M [A] be an OIM which properly strong-monotonically identi/es L.

Let (En)n∈N be an e7ective enumeration of the set of all nonempty /nite subsets of
N. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N×N→N be an e7ective encoding of N×N. Let n∈N. Then de/ne

NLn := {〈i; x〉 | i ∈ En; x ∈ Li}:
Hence, NLn is the /nite join of the languages {Li | i∈En}.

Then NL= ( NLn)n∈N is an indexed family witnessing the desired separation. In order
to prove that NL is properly strong-monotonically identi/able with oracle A; we de/ne
an OIM NM [A] which uses the original algorithm M [A] for each component language.
More exactly, let NL∈ NL; and let = (〈ki; xi〉)i∈N be a text for NL. Let k ∈N such that an
x∈N exists with 〈k; x〉 ∈ range(). For n∈N; set "n

k := (〈ki; xi〉2)i6n; ki = k . 7 Obviously,
"n
k converges to a text for a language L in L. Since M [A] ESMON-identi/es L; the

sequence (M [A]("n
k ))n∈N converges to a correct hypothesis for L. Since NL has only

/nitely many components, NM [A] identi/es NL.
Finally, we have to show that NL is not C�prob(p)-identi/able with any probability

q¿0. This is due to the fact that the number of components of a language NL∈ NL is
/nite but arbitrary large. Every component may be viewed as a copy of L. Since L

7 Thereby, 〈 ; 〉2 :N→N is the projection on the second component of 〈 ; 〉.
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is not C�-identi/able with probability p; the join of n copies of L is not identi/able
with probability r¿pn. Hence, NL is not C�prob-identi/able with any probability q¿0.

Proof (of Theorem 25). It is su1cient to prove part (b) of the theorem for p¿1=2;
and part (c) for p¿2=3; since Lemma 26 yields the result for arbitrary p∈ [0; 1].

Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Let EA be an algorithm which enumerates A. By
EA(n); we denote the (n+1)th element of A generated by EA. De/ne an indexed family
LA as follows. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N×N→N be an e7ective encoding of N×N. Then set

(1) L〈k; j〉 :=Lk i7 k =∈{EA(0); : : : ; EA(j)}.
(2) In case EA(m) = k for an m∈N; add all subsets of {akbi | i6m} to LA. More for-

mally, let {L′n | n62m+1 − 2} be the set of all nonempty /nite subsets of
{akbi | i6m}. Then set L〈k; j〉 :=L′n for j =m+ n; n62m+1 − 2. If j¿m+ 2m+1 − 1;
then set L〈k; j〉 := {akb0}. 8

Obviously, LA := (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N is an indexed family. Moreover, LA is strong-
monotonically identi/able by an OIM having access to A. Now, suppose that LA is
conservatively identi/able by a PIM P with p¿1=2 with respect to a class compris-
ing hypothesis space G. Let k be the canonical text for Lk . Then there is an n0 ∈N
such that P guesses an overgeneralization of range(kn0

) with probability p¿1=2. Con-
sequently, E−1

A (k)6n0 or k =∈A; since otherwise P could not identify the language
range(kn0

) with p¿1=2. In the monotonic case, the algorithm may overgeneralize on
a certain number of paths. However, every path which contains an overgeneralization
for the language to be learned is not monotonic for the in/nite language Lk . Thus, we
cannot identify LA monotonically with probability p¿2=3 with respect to any class
comprising hypothesis space.

Note that the indexed family de/ned in the proof of Theorem 25 is in every oracle
learning class *�[A]; *∈{E; (; C}; �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}; but not in the prob-
abilistic learning classes *�prob(p); *∈{E; (; C}; �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Hence,
we can conclude from Theorem 25, and Corollary 17 that conservative probabilistic
learning, strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, and monotonic probabilistic learning
cannot be characterized in terms of oracle identi/cation.

Corollary 27. Let p¡1:
(a) Let *∈{E; (}; let �∈{COV ;MON}; and let A be recursively enumerable;

A¡T K; A not recursive. Then *�prob(p) and *�[A] are incomparable.
(b) Let *; *′ ∈{E; (; C}; and let �; �′ ∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Then *�prob(p)

= *′�′[K].

In particular, we can draw the following corollary concerning class comprising oracle
identi/cation under monotonicity constraints.

8 For a similar construction for A=K; we refer the reader to Lange and Zeugmann [23] or Meyer [27].
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Corollary 28. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}; and let A∈RE\REC be an oracle.
Then C�[A]\C� = ∅.

Since the indexed families constructed in Theorem 25 are C�-identi/able by an
oracle machine M [B] if and only if A6T B; we can conclude an analogous result to
Corollary 20.

Corollary 29. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Then
there exists an indexed family LA such that for all oracles B; the following holds.

LA ∈ C�[B] if and only if A6T B:

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 25, and therefore omitted.

In [37], Stephan proved that LIM[A] =COV [K] for every low recursively enumer-
able oracle. Thus, LIM[A] =LIM[B] for any two low recursively enumerable oracles
A; B. In the case of inductive inference under monotonicity constraints, we can con-
clude that �[A] = �[B] for all low r.e. oracles A; B with A ≡T B. Furthermore, we can
draw the following corollary.

Corollary 30. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let A; B be oracles. If A∈RE; then
�[A]⊆ �[B] if and only if A6T B.

Finally, we note that the probabilistic learning class ECOVprob(p) contains a learn-
ing problem which separates ECOVprob(p) from every probabilistic learning class
ECOVprob(q); q¿p; and which is properly conservatively identi/able by an oracle
machine having access to a Peano-complete oracle.

Theorem 31. Let c; d∈N be natural numbers with gcd(c; d) = 1. Then the following
holds. If 1¿c=d¿ 1

2 ; then there exists an indexed family Lc; d ∈ESMONprob(c=d)\⋃
q¿c=d ECOVprob(q); and Lc; d ∈ESMON[B] for all Peano-complete oracles B.

Proof. In the de/nition of the indexed families de/ned in Theorems 12 and 15,
the existence of /nite languages is dependent on the fact whether or not ’k(k)↓
for k ∈N. In the following de/nition, the existence of /nite languages depends on
the value of ’k(k) in case ’k(k)↓ (cf. [27] for a detailed motivation of this con-
struction). Let c; d∈N such that 1¿c=d¿ 1

2 ; and gcd(c; d) = 1. We de/ne an in-
dexed family Lc=d = (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N; j6c−1 witnessing the /rst separation as follows. First,
we de/ne a surjective, total recursive function modc

2c−d. Set Mc
2c−d = {S | S ⊂{0; : : : ;

c−1}; |S|= 2c−d}: Let codc
2c−d :Mc

2c−d →{0; : : : ; ( c
2c−d)−1} be an e7ective encoding.

De/ne modc
2c−d :N→{0; : : : ; ( c

2c−d) − 1} by setting

modc
2c−d(y) := x i7 x ∈

{
0; : : : ;

(
c

2c − d

)
− 1

}
∧ y ≡ x mod

(
c

2c − d

)
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for all y∈N. Obviously modc
2c−d is total recursive, surjective, and modc

2c−d(y) encodes
a subset of {0; : : : ; c − 1} of cardinality 2c − d for each y∈N. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N×{0; : : : ;
c − 1}→N be an e7ective encoding. For k; j∈N; j6c − 1 de/ne L〈k; j〉 ⊆Lk as
follows. Let k; j∈N; j6c − 1:

L〈k; j〉 :=




L′k if ’k(k) ↓ ∧ j ∈ (codc
2c−d)−1(modc

2c−d(’k(k)));

Lk if ’k(k) ↓ ∧ j =∈ (codc
2c−d)−1(modc

2c−d(’k(k)));

Lk if ’k(k) ↑ :

In [27], we already proved that Lc; d ∈ESMONprob(c=d)\⋃q¿c=d ECOVprob(q). More-
over, Lc; d can be strong-monotonically identi/ed by an oracle machine having access
to a Peano-complete oracle B.

Let k ∈N; and let Fk : {0; : : : ; c− 1}→N be the partial recursive function de/ned as
follows. Let j∈{0; : : : ; c − 1}:

Fk( j) :=




0 if ’k(k) ↓ ∧ j ∈ (codc
2c−d)−1(modc

2c−d(’k(k)));

1 if ’k(k) ↓ ∧ j =∈ (codc
2c−d)−1(modc

2c−d(’k(k)));

↑ if ’k(k) ↑ :

Let B be a Peano-complete oracle. Then Fk can be extended to a total, B-recursive
function FB

k which has the following properties:

(A) If FB
k (j) = 0 for all j∈{0; : : : ; c−1}; then ’k(k) ↑; since otherwise there exists an

j∈{0; : : : ; c− 1} with Fk(j) =FB
k (j) = 0. In this case, every language L〈k; j〉 =Lk .

(B) If there exists a j∈{0; : : : ; c − 1} with FB
k (j) = 0; then either ’k(k) ↑; or ’k(k)↓

and j∈ (codc
2c−d)−1(modc

2c−d(’k(k))).

Thus, we can de/ne an identifying oracle machine M [B] as follows. Let L∈range(Lc; d)
be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk ; and let x∈N.
OIM M [B]: On input x; M [B] works as follows: If x= 0; then test whether or

not there exists a j∈{0; : : : ; c− 1} with FB
k (j) = 0. If yes, then set M [B](x) := 〈k; j〉.

Otherwise, set M [B](x) := 〈k; 0〉.
If x¿0; and if M [B](x−1) is consistent with x; then set M [B](x) :=M [B](x−1).

Otherwise set M [B](x) := 〈k; j〉 where j is the smallest natural number such that 〈k; j〉
is consistent with x.
End:

Hence, the theorem is proved.

The same result holds for proper monotonic probabilistic learning (cf. [30]).

Theorem 32. Let c; d∈N be natural numbers with gcd(c; d) = 1. Then the follow-
ing holds. If 2c=d¿ 2

3 ; then there exists an indexed family L′
c; d ∈EMONprob(2c=d)\⋃

q¿2c=d EMONprob(q); and Lc; d ∈EMON[B] for all Peano-complete oracles B.
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By applying Theorems 31 and 32, we can conclude that every Peano-complete oracle
enhances the learning power in the case of proper strong-monotonic, conservative and
monotonic learning.

Corollary 33. Let A be a Peano-complete oracle. Then E�[A]\E� = ∅ for �∈
{SMON ;MON ;COV}.

We conjecture that this result also holds for class preserving conservative and mono-
tonic learning.

Conjecture 1. Let A be a Peano-complete oracle. Then �[A]\� = ∅ for �∈{COV ;
MON}.

6. Oracle complexity

In the previous section, we showed that, for every *∈{E; (}; and every p¡1; the
probabilistic learning class *COVprob(p) contains a learning problem LK which is K-
di1cult in the sense that a learning algorithm needs a database of power K in order
to identify LK conservatively. The same holds for *MON-learning with p¡1; and
strong-monotonic learning with p62=3. Moreover, we showed that we can characterize
every recursively enumerable oracle in every of these probabilistic learning classes. In
this section, we investigate whether the probabilistic learning classes *�prob(p) contain
characterizing problems for arbitrary oracles below K; i.e., we deal with the question
whether it is possible to express the complexity of the learning problems in a given
probabilistic learning class in terms of Turing complexity.

First, we will de/ne oracle-complexity of an indexed family. Note that this notion
depends on the learning model considered. For other approaches de/ning and investi-
gating notions of complexity of learning problems in the setting of inductive inference
see for example [3, 6, 8, 11, 15].

De�nition 34. Let *∈{E; (}, let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let L be an indexed
family. Assume that there exists an oracle A such that L∈ *�[A];

(A) The oracle-complexity O*�(L) of L with respect to *� is de/ned to be the set
of all oracles {A⊆N |L∈ *�[A]}.

(B) If there exists an oracle A such that O*�(L) = {B⊆N |A6T B}, then the oracle-
complexity of L is said to be *�-simple.

(C) If the oracle-complexity O*�(L) of an indexed family L is equal to {B⊆N |A
6T B} for an oracle A =∈REC, then L is said to be A-di1cult with respect
to *�.

Remark 35. Let L be an indexed family with oracle-complexity O*�(L) = {B |A
6T B}. In this case, we may identify the oracle-complexity of L with the Turing
degree of A.
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6.1. Characterization of oracles below K

In this subsection, we address the following two questions:

(1) Let A6T K , A not recursive. Is there an indexed family LA with O*�(LA) =
{B |A6T B}?

(2) Is O*�(L) *�-simple for every indexed family L?

For recursively enumerable oracles, we already answered the /rst question positively,
since Theorems 12, 15, and 19 yield the following corollary.

Corollary 36. Let A∈RE\REC be an oracle. Let *∈{E; (; C}; �∈{SMON;MON;
COV}. Then *�[A] contains an indexed family with oracle-complexity {B |A6T B}.

In the following, we shall see that in case of conservative learning, this result can
be extended to arbitrary oracles. This was already proved in [28].

Theorem 37. Let A be an oracle with A6T K; A =∈REC. Then there exists an in-
dexed family LA ∈ECOVprob( 1

2 ); such that
(a) LA ∈ECOV [A]; and
(b) for every oracle machine M [ ] and every oracle B; the following holds: if M [B]

ECOV -identi7es LA; then M [B] can be transformed into a decision procedure
for A.

Proof. Let A be a nonrecursive oracle with A6T K. For A≡TK, the result follows
from Theorem 12. Assume A¡T K. By the Limit Lemma (cf. [36]), there exists
a recursive function F :N×N→N such that limi→∞ F(k; i) = �A(k) for all k ∈N.
Hence, there exists a sequence of recursive sets (Ai)i∈N such that for all k ∈N:

lim
i→∞

�Ai(k) = �A(k):

Without loss of generality, we may assume that A0 =A1 =N. Moreover, we assume
that, for all n¿1, Aj =A2n−1 for all j∈{2n−1+1; : : : ; 2n−1}, i.e., A2 =A3, A4 = · · ·=A7,
A8 = · · ·=A15 and so on. 9

Since the construction of the indexed family LA is very technical, we /rst give an
informal description:

(1) For all k ∈N, LA contains a sequence of languages (L〈k;0; z〉)z∈N, and a sequence
of languages (L〈k;1; z〉)z∈N such that the following holds. If k ∈A, then for every
language L〈k;0; z〉, there exists a language L〈k;1; z′〉 which is a proper subset of L〈k;0; z〉.
If k =∈A, then for every language L〈k;1; z〉, there exists a language L〈k;0; z′〉 which is
a proper subset of L〈k;1; z〉.

9 This assumption is needed for the construction of the indexed family ful/lling the requirement. It is easy
to construct a converging sequence ful/lling this assumption.
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(2) Let M [B] be an oracle machine identifying LA conservatively. Then, for all k ∈N,
M [B] can compute a /nite sequence of strings "k such that M [B]("k) =⊥, and
k ∈A if and only if M [B]("k) = 〈k; 1; z〉 for a z ∈N.

Before de/ning an indexed family with these properties, we will introduce some nota-
tions. Consider any k ∈N. Let Wk :N→N be the recursive function which counts the
number of changes between 0 and 1 in the /nite sequence (�Ai(k))i6n. More exactly, set
Wk(0) := 0. For n∈N, n¿1, set Wk(n) :=Wk(n− 1) if and only if �An(x) = �An−1 (x),
and Wk(n) :=Wk(n − 1) + 1 otherwise. Obviously, k ∈A if and only if the number
of changes in (�Ai(k))i∈N is even or zero, since A0 =N. Next, we de/ne the notion
of a changing point in (�Ai(k))i∈N. Let w∈N. w is said to be a changing point in
(�Ai(k))i∈N if and only if Wk(w) :=Wk(w− 1) + 1. Since (�Ai(k))i∈N converges, there
are only /nitely many changing points. For k ∈N, let w0¡w1¡ · · ·¡wrk be the se-
quence of changing points in (�Ai(k))i∈N. Hence, Wk(i) =Wk(wrk ) for all i¿wrk . Notice
that, for n∈N, it is decidable whether or not n is a changing point in (�Ai(k))i∈N, but
not decidable whether or not n=wrk .

Now we are ready to de/ne LA. Let �= {a; b; d}. Let 〈 ; ; 〉 :N×N×N→N be
an e7ective encoding of N×N×N. Moreover, let ( ; ) :N×N→N be an e7ective
encoding of N×N. Let k; n∈N. Initialize every language L〈k; j; z〉, j∈{0; 1}, z ∈N,
with {akb(0; l) | l∈N}. Consider any k ∈N.

In the nth step, we de/ne which elements akb(n; l), n∈N, l∈{0; 1}, and dm, m∈N,
belong to the languages L〈k; j; z〉, j∈{0; 1}, z6n:

(1) If Wk(n) = 0, then add d〈n;0;0〉 to L〈k;0; n〉. Add no other elements to any language
L〈k; j; n〉, j∈{0; 1}, z6n.

(2) Assume Wk(n)¿0.
(2.1) Assume Wk(n) =Wk(n− 1), and Wk(n) is odd:

(i) Add akb(n; i), i61, to every language L〈k;1; z〉, z¡n.
Add akb(n; i), i61, to L〈k;1; n〉, and akb(n;0) to L〈k;0; n〉.

(ii) Let z¡n. Add d〈n;0; z+4〉 to L〈k;0; z〉, and d〈n;1; z+4〉 to L〈k;1; z〉.
(iii) Add no other akb(n; l) to any language L〈k; j; z〉, j∈{0; 1}, z6n.

(2.2) Assume Wk(n) =Wk(n− 1), and Wk(n)¿0 is even:
(i) Add akb(n; i), i61, to every language L〈k;0; z〉, z¡n.

Add akb(n; i), i61, to L〈k;0; n〉, and akb(n;0) to L〈k;1; n〉.
(ii) Let z¡n. Add d〈n;0; z+4〉 to L〈k;0; z〉, and d〈n;1; z+4〉 to L〈k;1; z〉.
(iii) Add no other akb(n; l) to any language L〈k; j; z〉, j∈{0; 1}, z6n.

(2.3) Assume Wk(n) =Wk(n − 1). Let w0¡w1¡ · · ·¡wrn be the sequence of
changing points in (�Ai(k))i6n. Then by de/nition Wk(n) =Wk(wrn). Let
�∈N, �¿1, with n=wrn + �:
(i) If Wk(n) is odd, then add akb(wrn ; i), i∈{0; 1}, to L〈k;1; n〉, and akb(wrn ;0)

to L〈k;0; n〉. If �6rn − 1, then add akb(w�;0) to L〈k; j; n〉, j∈{0; 1}.
(ii) If Wk(n) is even, then add akb(wrn ; i), i∈{0; 1}, to L〈k;0; n〉, and akb(wrn ;0)

to L〈k;1; n〉. If �6rn − 1, then add akb(w�;0) to L〈k; j; n〉, j∈{0; 1}.
(iii) Add no other akb(wi; l), i¡rn, l∈N, to L〈k; j; n〉, j∈{0; 1}.
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Then LA = (L〈k; j; z〉)k; j; z∈N; j61 is an indexed family with the following properties.
Consider any k ∈N. If Wk(n) = 0 for all n∈N, then L〈k;1; z〉 ⊂L〈k;0; z〉 for all z ∈N.

Assume Wk(n) = 0 for an n∈N, i.e., wrk¿0. Then for all z; z′¡wrk , and j; j′ ∈{0; 1},
the languages L〈k; j; z〉 and L〈k; j′ ; z′〉 are incomparable. Moreover, for all z¡wrk , and
j∈{0; 1}, L〈k; j; z〉 contains a string which determines the index 〈k; j; z〉. Furthermore,
the following holds:

(1) If k ∈A, then for all z ∈N, there exists a z′¿wrk with L〈k;1; z′〉 ⊂L〈k;0; z〉. Fur-
thermore, the languages L〈k;1; z〉 and L〈k;1; z′〉 are incomparable for all z¡wrk , and
z′¿wrk .

(2) If k =∈ A, then for all z ∈N, there exists a z′¿wrk with L〈k;0; z′〉 ⊂L〈k;1; z〉. Moreover,
the languages L〈k;0; z〉 and L〈k;0; z′〉 are incomparable for all z¡wrk , and z′¿wrk .

Finally, we note a property of LA which is important for the veri/cation of the algo-
rithms identifying LA. Let n∈N. Suppose, n is a changing point, i.e., n=wi for an
i∈N. Then, depending on Wk(n) being odd or even, the elements akb(wi;i), i61, are
added to L〈k;1; z〉 or L〈k;0; z〉, z6wi. Assume that there exists a changing point wi+1¿wi.
Then akb(wi;1) is not contained in any language L〈k; j; z〉, j∈{0; 1}, z¿wi+1. However,
there exist languages L〈k; j; z〉, j∈{0; 1}, z¿wi+1, containing akb(wi;0).

We have to show that LA is conservatively identi/able with probability p= 1=2,
and conservatively identi/able by an oracle machine M [B] if and only if A is Turing-
reducible to B.

First, we de/ne a two-sided probabilistic machine P. Let w0¡w1¡ · · ·¡wrk be the
sequence of changing points in (�Ai(k))i∈N. Let L∈ range(LA), and let ∈ text(L) with
range(0)⊂Lk . Let c be a coin-oracle, and let x∈N.
PIM P: On input x, Pc works as follows: If x= 0; then set Pcx(x) := 〈k; c0; 0〉.
If x¿0, then test whether or not range(x)⊆LPcx−1 (x−1). If it is, then set Pcx(x) :=

Pcx−1
(x−1). Otherwise distinguish the following cases:

(A) If range(x) contains a string d〈n; j;m〉, n; m∈N, j∈{0; 1}, then set Pcx(x) :=
〈k; 0; n〉 in case j; m= 0, and set Pcx(x) := 〈k; j; m− 4〉 in case m¿4.

(B) If range(x) only contains strings of the form akb(n; l), for n∈N, l∈{0; 1}, then
distinguish the following cases.
(B1) Suppose range(x) contains a string akb(wj;0) for a j∈N, but no strings of

the form akb(wi;1). Let t0 be the greatest natural number such that akb(wt0 ;0)∈
range(x).
(i) If range(x)⊆L〈k; c0 ; wt0 〉, then set Pcx(x) := 〈k; c0; wt0〉.
(ii) If range(x) * L〈k; c0 ; wt0 〉, then search for the greatest number z6wt0 +t0

such that range(x)⊆L〈k; c0 ; z〉, and set Pcx(x) := 〈k; c0; z〉.
(B2) Suppose range(x) contains a string akb(wj;1) for a j∈N. Let t1 be the

greatest natural number with akb(wt1 ;1) ∈ range(x). Test whether there exists
a j∈{0; 1} with range(x)⊆L〈k; j;wt1 〉.
(i) If yes, then set Pcx(x) := 〈k; j; wt1〉.
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(ii) If range(x) * L〈k; j;wt1 〉 for j∈{0; 1}, then search for the greatest
natural number z6wt1 +t1 such that a j∈{0; 1} exists with range(x)⊆
L〈k; j; z〉. Set Pcx(x) := 〈k; j; z〉.

End:

The so-de/ned PIM P conservatively identi/es LA with probability p= 1=2. Next, we
show that LA ∈ECOV [A]. An identifying OIM M [A] can be de/ned as follows. Let
L∈ range(LA) be a language, and let ∈ text(L) with range(0)⊂Lk . Let x∈N. We
de/ne M [A] by using the probabilistic machine P de/ned above. Let j∈{0; 1}, and
let cj = (cj; i)i∈N be a coin-oracle with cj;0 = j, and cj; i = 0 for all i¿0.

OIM M [A]: On input x, M [A] works as follows: Let x= 0. If k ∈A, then set
M [A](x) := 〈k; 1; 0〉. If k =∈A, then set M [A](x) := 〈k; 0; 0〉.

Let x¿0. Distinguish the following cases:

(A) If k ∈A, then set M [A](x) :=Pcx1 (x).
(B) If k =∈A, then set M [A](x) :=Pcx0 (x).

End:

Finally, assume that LA is conservatively identi/able by an oracle machine M [B] hav-
ing access to an oracle B. Let k∈N, and let w0¡w1¡ · · ·¡wrk be the sequence of
changing points in (�Ai(k))i∈N. By construction, there exists a language L∈ range(LA)
with

L = {akb(0;l) | l ∈ N} ∪ {akb(wrk ;0)}:

Set for j¡rk :

Mj = {akb(0;l) | l ∈ N} ∪ {akb(wj;0)}:

Now, let ("i)i∈N be an e7ective enumeration of the set of all /nite sequences of strings
from �∗ such that a j∈N exists with range(")⊂Mj. Since L=Ml for an l∈N, there
exists a "x such that M [B]("x) =⊥. Suppose M [B]("x) = 〈k; 0; z〉 for a z ∈N. Assume
the number of changes in (�Ai(k)i∈N) is zero or even. If it is zero, then range("x)
is a subset of L〈k;1; z〉, and L〈k;1; z〉 ⊂L〈k;0; z〉, a contradiction. If it is even, then by
construction, there exists a z′ ∈N, z′¿wrk , such that L〈k;1; z′〉 contains range("x), and
L〈k;1; z′〉 is a proper subset of L〈k;0; z〉, a contradiction. Thus, the number of changes
in (�Ai(k)i∈N) is odd. Hence, x =∈A. With the same argument it can be shown that
M [B]("x) = 〈k; 1; z〉 for a z ∈N yields x∈A.

The following remark collects some results connected to Theorem 37.

Remark 38. (a) Notice that LA is not properly conservatively identi/able with p¿1=2
by any probabilistic oracle machine having access to an oracle B¡T A. Hence, ECOV
[A]\ECOVprob(p) = ∅ for all p¿1=2, and A6T K, A not recursive.
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(b) Let A¡T K, A =∈REC. From (a), and from the fact that ECOVprob(p) contains
a K-di1cult problem follows that ECOV [A] and ECOVprob(p) are not comparable
for all p¿1=2.

(c) Let A6T K , A =∈REC. The indexed family LA is maximal complicated in
ECOV [A], since every OIM identifying LA can be transformed into a decision
procedure for A, and thus into a learning device for every other indexed family in
ECOV [A]. Thus, we may compare learning problems with respect to their complexity.
For related de/nitions see for example [8, 15].

We conjecture that the following result can be proved.

Conjecture 2. The indexed family de7ned in Theorem 37 is not conservatively iden-
ti7able with respect to any class preserving hypothesis space.

By combining the techniques used in [27] and in Theorem 37, the following result
can be proved (cf. [30]).

Remark 39. Let A6T K, A =∈REC. Then ECOVprob(p) contains an indexed family
L

p
A which is A-di1cult with respect to ECOV .

Thus, proper conservative probabilistic learning is powerful enough to encode every
oracle A6T K, A =∈REC, even if the probability increases to 1.

In the following, we show that Theorem 37 not only yields the existence of
A-di1cult problems in ECOV [A], but also information about the relations between the
oracle learning classes ECOV [A], A6T K. Kummer and Stephan [19] showed that in
the case of learning recursive enumerable languages from text TXTEX [A] =TXTEX
if and only if A6T K and A is 1-generic. In the case of proper conservative learning
of indexed families, A enhances the learning power if and only if A is not recursive.
Moreover, the inclusion structure of oracle learning classes below K in the conser-
vative case di7ers from the general case, since, in contrast to the result of Kummer
and Stephan [19], the power of learning indexed families conservatively directly corre-
sponds to the Turing degree of the oracle. The following theorem provides a complete
picture of the impact of oracles below K on the power of conservative inductive
inference machines.

Corollary 40. Let A; B6T K be oracles:
(a) ECOV [A] =ECOV if and only if A is recursive.
(b) ECOV [A]⊆ECOV [B] if and only if A6T B.

Proof. The results follows directly from Theorem 37.

In the next theorem, we answer the question, whether there are learning problems
which are not characterizing an oracle.

Theorem 41. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}; and let p¡1. There exists an indexed
family L∈E�prob(p) such that OE�(L) is not E�-simple.
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Proof. Let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let A be a Peano-complete oracle. In [27]
was proved that for all p¿1=2, ESMONprob(p)\⋃q¿p ECOVprob(q) = ∅. In
particular, the indexed families constructed in the proof of this result are not prop-
erly monotonically identi/able. Now let p¿2=3, and let L be an indexed family
with L∈ESMONprob(p), L =∈ECOV (q) for q¿p, and L =∈EMON . By Theorem
21, L∈ESMON[A] for every Peano-complete oracle. Now let A; B be a minimal pair
of Peano-complete oracles. Then there is no set C, C =∈REC, with C6T A, C6T B.
Thus, we can conclude that OE�(L) is not E�-simple. In particular, every probabilistic
learning class ESMONprob(p), ECOVprob(p), and EMONprob(p), p∈[0; 1], contains
an indexed family L such that OE�(L) is not E�-simple.

Finally, we note an interesting result showing that in every oracle learning class
there are indexed families encoding a modulus of convergence of an arbitrary oracle
below K.

Let A =∈REC be an oracle with A6TK. By the Limit Lemma [36], there exists a
sequence of recursive sets (Ai)i∈N such that limi→∞ �Ai(x) = �A(x): Following Soare
[36], we de/ne a modulus of convergence for (�Ai)i∈N to be a function mA with to
following property:

∀x ∈ N (s¿mA(x) → �As(x) = �A(x)):

The least modulus of convergence for (�Ai)i∈N is de/ned as follows:

mA
min(x) = �s (∀t¿s�At (x) = �A(x)):

Thus, the modulus of convergence marks the converging point of the sequence
(�Ai(x))i∈N for all x∈N.

As /gured out in [36], an oracle A is recursively enumerable if and only if �A
is the limit of a recursive sequence (�Ai)i∈N which has an A-recursive modulus of
convergence. Thus, in case A¡TK, A not recursively enumerable, A not recursive, the
modulus of convergence of the sequence (�Ai)i∈N is not A-recursive. In the following
theorem, we de/ne an indexed family which characterizes the modulus of convergence
for a given sequence (�Ai)i∈N within strong-monotonic learning.

Theorem 42. Let *∈{E; (}; and let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let A =∈REC be an
oracle with A6TK; and let (Ai)i∈N be an in7nite sequence of recursive sets approx-
imating A. Then there exists an indexed family LmodA ∈*�prob( 1

2 ); such that every
oracle machine M [B] which *�-identi7es LmodA can be transformed into a procedure
computing the least modulus of convergence for (�Ai)i∈N.

Proof. Let A =∈REC be an oracle with A6TK, and let (Ai)i∈N be an in/nite sequence
of recursive sets approximating A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
A0 := ∅, and A1 =N. De/ne Wk(n) for k; n∈N as in the proof of Theorem 37. Let
�= {a; b}. Let 〈 ; 〉 : N×N→N be an e7ective encoding of N×N. Let t be a variable.
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In step 0 of the construction, set L〈k;0〉 :=Lk , and initialize t := 0. In step n, assume
that L〈k; j〉, j6t, are already de/ned. Distinguish the following cases:

(1) If Wk(n) =Wk(n−1), then add all subsets of {akbm |m6n} to L. More formally,
let {L′r | r62n+1 − 2} be the set of all nonempty /nite subsets of {akbm |m6n}.
Then set L〈k; j〉 :=L′r for j = t + r + 1; r62n+1 − 2. Set t := t + 2n+1 − 1, and goto
step n + 1.

(2) If Wk(n) =Wk(n− 1), then set L〈k; t+1〉 :=L〈k; t〉. Set t := t + 1, and goto step n+ 1.

Then L= (L〈k; j〉)i∈N is an indexed family with the following property. For all k∈N,
L contains Lk , a proper subset Lmaxk of Lk , and all subsets of Lmaxk .

It is easy to see that L is strong-monotonically identi/able by any oracle ma-
chine which can compute the minimal modulus of convergence for (�Ai)i∈N. Moreover,
LmodA ∈ESMONprob(1=2). A two-sided PIM P can be de/ned as follows. Let L be a
language in range(L), and let ∈text(L) with akb0∈range(). Let c be a coin-oracle.

PIM P: On input x; Pc works as follows: If x= 0, set Pcx(0) := 〈k; c0〉. If x¿0,
then distinguish the following cases:

(A) If Pc x−1
(x−1) is consistent with x, then set Pc x

(x) :=Pc x−1
(x−1).

(B) If Pc x−1
(x−1) is not consistent with x, then Pc searches for the smallest natu-

ral number j¿1 such that L〈k; j〉 = range(x). If such a language exists, then set
Pcx(x) := 〈k; j〉.

End:

Finally, we assume that there is an OIM M [B] which conservatively or monotoni-
cally identi/es L with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space G. Let k be
the canonical text for Lk . Then there must be an n∈N such that Lk ∩L(GM [B](kn)) is a
proper superset of range(kn). Let n0∈N be the smallest number with this property. As-
sume range(kn0

)⊆Lmaxk . Then M [B] does not ECOV-identify range(kn) conservatively
with respect to G. In the monotonic case, a similar argument shows that M [B] does not
EMON-identify Lk monotonically with respect to G. Thus, Lmaxk ⊂ range(kn0

) = {akbm |
m6n0}. Hence, for all j¿n0, Wk(j) =Wk(n0). Consequently, mA

min(k) is the least nat-
ural number m with �Aj (k) = �An0

(k) for all j∈N, m6j6n0.

As a corollary, we note the promised result.

Corollary 43. Let *∈{E; (}; and let �∈{SMON ;MON ;COV}. Let A be an oracle;
and let mA be a modulus of convergence for (�Ai)i∈N where (Ai)i∈N is a sequence
of recursive sets approximating A. Then there exists an indexed family LmodA with
O*�(LmodA) = {B |mA6T B}.

6.2. Indexed families with high oracle-complexity

In the previous subsection, we only characterized oracles below K. Next, we ask
whether one can /nd learning problems which are A-di1cult for an oracle A with
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A�TK. We answer this question by showing that there is an indexed family L

which simultaneously separates EMON[TOT] and ECOV [TOT] from all oracle
learning classes CCOV [A] and CMON[A] where TOT�T A.

Theorem 44. There exists an indexed family L with
(a) L∈ECOV [TOT]∩EMON[TOT];
(b) L =∈CCOV [A] ∪ CMON[A] for every oracle A with TOT�T A.

Proof. Let � := {a; b; d}. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N×N→N an e7ective encoding of N×N. We
de/ne (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N in dependence on ’k(j), k; j∈N. Consider any k∈N. In step 0 of
the construction, we add akb0 to every language. In the nth step of the construction,
compute the least s∈N, s¿1, such that

s∑
i=0

�k(i)6n ¡
s+1∑
i=0

�k(i):

Assume that L〈k; j〉, j6jn, are already de/ned. Distinguish the following cases:

(1) If n=
∑s

i=0 �k(i), then add akbn to L〈k;0〉, and d〈 j; n〉 to every language L〈k; j〉,
0¡j6jn.

(2) Otherwise, i.e., if n¿
∑s

i=0 �k(i), then add every subset of {akbn | ∃y6s with n=∑y
j=0 �k(j)} to L.

Then L := (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N ful/lls the desired conditions. L has the following prop-
erties. Consider any k∈N. Then k∈TOT if and only if L〈k;0〉 is in/nite, and L

contains a language E ∪{dm} for every /nite subset E of L〈k;0〉. Thereby, m is of the
form 〈j; n〉 for a j∈N, and an n∈N. Thus, it determines the index 〈k; j〉. k =∈TOT if
and only if L〈k;0〉 is /nite, L contains every /nite subset of L〈k;0〉, and /nitely many
languages E ∪ {dm} with E⊆{akbn | ∃y6s with n=

∑y
j=0�k(j)}, where s + 1 is the

minimal natural number with ’k(s + 1)↑. Notice that m is of the form 〈j; n〉.
In order to show that L is properly conservatively (monotonically) identi/able

by a TOT-oracle-machine, let  be a text for L∈range(L), and let k∈N with
range(0)⊂Lk . If k∈TOT, then M [TOT] guesses 〈k; 0〉 as long as no string of
the form dm appears in the text, and the unique language containing dm otherwise.
Assume that k =∈TOT. If a string of the form dm appears in the text, then M [TOT]
outputs the unique language containing dm. Otherwise M [TOT] computes the minimal
s∈N with ’k(s+1)↑, and searches for an index for the minimal /nite language which
contains the actual text. By construction, this language is equal to the range of the
actual text. Hence, M [TOT] monotonically – and thus conservatively – identi/es L.

For proving the last part of the theorem, let M [A] be an OIM which learns L

conservatively or monotonically with respect to a class comprising hypothesis space G.
Let  be the canonical text for L〈k;0〉.

In case k∈TOT, L〈k;0〉 is in/nite. Thus, there exists an n∈N such that L(GM [A](n))
∩L〈k;0〉 is a proper superset of range(n). Intuitively, L(GM [A](n)) is a language con-
taining relevant information about L〈k;0〉 which is not contained in range(n). Notice
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that such an n∈N exists in the case of conservative learning as well as in the case of
monotonic learning.

If k =∈TOT, every subset of L〈k;0〉 is in L. Thus, range(n) is in L for every
n∈N. Suppose that there is an n∈N such that L(GM [A](n))∩L〈k;0〉 is a proper super-
set of range(n). In case of conservative learning, M [A] is not allowed to guess an
overgeneralization of the text seen so far. In the monotonic case, M [A] is not allowed
to guess a language which contains information about L〈k;0〉 which is not contained
in range(n), since then, L〈k;0〉 is not monotonically learnable by M [A]. Hence, our
assumption leads to a contradiction.

Thus, k∈TOT if and only if there exists an n∈N such that L(GM [A](n))∩L〈k;0〉 is
a proper superset of range(n). Consequently, TOT is recursively enumerable in A.
Since K and NK are m-reducible to TOT, both sets are recursively enumerable in A.
Hence, K6T A. Since TOT is recursively enumerable in K, it follows that TOT

is recursively enumerable in A. Hence, TOT6T A.

We can draw the following corollary.

Corollary 45. For *∈{E; (; C} �∈{COV ;MON}; there is an indexed family L in
*�[TOT] with oracle-complexity O*� = {B |TOT6T B}.

6.3. Indexed families with maximal oracle-complexity

We showed that in case of conservative and monotonic learning, there are indexed
families with oracle-complexity {B |TOT6T B}, i.e. TOT-di1cult problems. Next,
we show that in case of conservative learning, there are no indexed families with
a higher oracle-complexity. Furthermore, we prove that strong-monotonic learning is
weaker than conservative and monotonic learning in the sense that every indexed family
which is identi/able by an oracle machine M [A] is already identi/able by an oracle
machine having access to K. Thus, the indexed family L

2=3
K de/ned in Theorem 19

has maximal oracle-complexity with respect to strong-monotonic learning.
We start with the result concerning conservative learning. Stephan [37] proved that

LIM[A]⊆LIM [K], and ECOV [A′] =LIM[A] for every oracle A. Thus, for every
oracle A, ECOV [A] is contained in LIM[A] which is contained in LIM [K] =ECOV
[TOT]. Thus, the next corollary follows.

Corollary 46. Let A be an oracle; and let L be an indexed family with L∈ECOV
[A]. Then OECOV (L) contains an oracle B with B6T TOT.

Consequently, the indexed family L de/ned in the proof of Theorem 44 is a maximal
complicated learning problem with respect to proper conservative oracle identi/cation.

Let A be an oracle. The following result shows that every indexed family L∈
ESMON[A] is already strong-monotonically identi/able by an oracle machine having
access to K.
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Theorem 47. Let L be an indexed family which is strong-monotonically identi7able
by an oracle machine M [B] with respect to a class comprising hypothesis space G.
Then L is properly strong-monotonically identi7able by an oracle machine having
access to K.

Proof. Let L= (Li)i∈N be an indexed family which is strong-monotonically identi/-
able by an oracle machine M [B] with respect to a class comprising hypothesis space
G. Then L has the following property.

(∗) Let k∈N, and let ∈text(Lk). Then there is a y∈N such that for all j∈N either
range(y)*Lj, or Lk ⊆Lj.

Such a sequence y exists, since otherwise M [B] could not identify L strong-
monotonically. For a related proof see [44].

Now, we de/ne an oracle machine M [K] identifying L properly strong-
monotonically. Let k∈N, and let ∈text(Lk). Let x∈N. M [K] searches whether there
is an i∈N, i6x, such that the following conditions hold:

(A) range(x)⊆Li, and
(B) for all j∈N: either range(x)*Lj, or w =∈Li\Lj for all w∈�∗.

If there is such an i, then M [K] guesses i, if not, then it requests the next input
string. Notice that, for every i∈N, M [K] can compute whether or not range(x)*Lj,
or Li ⊆Lj for all j∈N by using the K-oracle. It is easy to see that M [K] properly
strong-monotonically identi/es L.

The next corollary can be drawn from Theorems 23 and 47 by using any indexed
family containing an in/nite language L and all /nite subsets of L.

Corollary 48. ESMONprob(1=2)\⋃A⊆N CSMON[A] = ∅.

6.4. Characterizing TOT in the setting of probabilistic learning

The indexed family L de/ned in the proof of Theorem 44 has oracle-complexity
{B |TOT6T B}. However, L is neither conservatively identi/able with probability
p= 1=2 nor monotonically identi/able with probability p= 2=3. In the following, we
show that the probabilistic learning classes ECOVprob(1=2) and EMONprob(2=3) contain
indexed families with oracle-complexity {B |TOT6T B}.

Theorem 49. There is an indexed family L1=2 with
(a) L1=2∈ECOVprob(1=2);
(b) L1=2∈ECOV [TOT];
(c) Let A be an oracle with K6T A. Then L1=2∈ECOV [A] if and only if TOT

6T A.
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Proof. We de/ne an indexed family as follows. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N×N→N be an e7ective
encoding of N×N. Next, we de/ne for each k∈N a chain of languages (L〈k; j〉)j∈N
in dependence on ’k being total or not. Thereby, the chain converges to a /nite
language L⊂Lk if and only if ’k is not total. Otherwise the chain does not converge.
The languages in the chain are de/ned in a way such that every oracle machine which
cannot decide whether or not ’k is total fails to learn the indexed family conservatively.

Let � := {a; b; d}. De/ne the indexed family (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N as follows. Initialize L〈k; j〉
with {akb0} for all k; j∈N. Remember that we required �k(j)¿1 for all k; j∈N.
Consider any k ∈N:

(1) L〈k;0〉 :=Lk .
(2) If ’k(0)↑, then set L〈k; j〉 :=Lk for all j∈N.
(3) If ’k(0)↓, and if j¡�k(0), then set L〈k; j〉 := {akbn | n6�k(0) − 1}∪ {d�k (0)}.

If ’k(0)↓, and if j¿�k(0), then compute s∈N such that

s∑
i=0

�k(i)6j ¡
s+1∑
i=0

�k(i):

Distinguish the following cases:
(3.1) If ’k(s + 1)↑, then L〈k; j〉 := {akbn | n6∑s

i=0 �k(i)}.

(3.2) If ’k(s + 1)↓, then L〈k; j〉 := {akbn | n6∑s
i=0 �k(i)}∪ {d

∑s+1
i=0�k (i)}.

Then L1=2 = (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N is an indexed family with the following properties. If ’k is
total, then every language L〈k; j〉, j¿0, contains a string dm. If ’k is not total, then
L1=2 contains a proper subset of Lk , namely L〈k;

∑s

i=0
�k (i)〉, where s is the smallest

natural number with ’k(s+1)↑. Furthermore, L〈k;0〉 equals Lk independent of ’k being
total or not. However, no other language equals Lk , since in both cases, every language
L〈k; j〉, j¿0, is /nite.

We have to show that L1=2 ∈ECOV [A] for every oracle A with TOT6T A. De-
/ne an oracle machine M [A] as follows. Let L∈ range(L1=2) be a language, and let
∈ text(L). Let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk , and let x∈N.
OIM M [A]: On input x, M [A] works as follows: (A) If ’k is total, then M [A](x) :=

〈k; 0〉 if and only if range(x) does not contain a string the form dm. Otherwise M [A]
outputs 〈k; j〉 where j∈N is the smallest number such that dm ∈L〈k; j〉.

(B) If ’k is not total, then compute the smallest s∈N with ’k(s + 1)↑. If x= 0,
then set M [A](x) := 〈k;∑s

i=0 �k(i)〉. If x¿0, and M [A](x−1) is consistent with x,
then set M [A](x) :=M [A](x−1). If M [A](x−1) is not consistent with x, and the
contradicting string s in x is of the form dm, then M [A] outputs 〈k; j〉 where j∈N
is the smallest number with dm ∈L〈k; j〉. If s =dm for all m¿1 and s∈Lk , then M [A]
outputs 〈k; 0〉.
End:

M [A] conservatively identi/es L1=2, since in case k =∈TOT, every language L〈k; j〉,
j¿1, not equal to L〈k;∑s

i=0�k (i)〉 contains an element of the form dm. Note that M [A]
performs at most one mind change on every text for a language in L1=2.
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Moreover, L1=2 ∈ECOVprob(1=2). We de/ne a 2-sided PIM as follows. Let L∈
range(L1=2) be a language, and let ∈ text(L). Let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk . Let c
be a coin-oracle, and let x∈N.
PIM P: On input x, Px works as follows: If x= 0, then set Pcx(x) := 〈k; c0〉.
If x¿0, then distinguish the following cases:

(A) If Pcx−1
(x−1) is consistent with x, then Pcx(x) :=Pcx−1

(x−1).
(B) Otherwise Pc searches for the smallest natural number j¿1 such that L〈k; j〉 con-

tains the actual text. Set Pcx(x) := 〈k; j〉.
End:

Then P conservatively identi/es L1=2 with probability p= 1=2.

In order to prove the last part of the theorem, let A be an oracle, K6T A, and
let M [A] be an OIM which conservatively identi/es L1=2. Let k ∈N, and let k

be the canonical text for L〈k;0〉 =Lk . Since M [A] ECOV-identi/es L〈k;0〉, there must
be an n0 ∈N such that M [A](kn0

) = 〈k; 0〉. Let ‘∈N be the least number such that∑‘
i=1 �k(i)¿n0. Then either ’k is total or min{r ∈N |’k(r)↑}6‘. Since K6T A, it

follows that TOT6T A.

For monotonic probabilistic learning, an analogous result for p= 2=3 holds.

Theorem 50. There exists an indexed family L2=3 with
(a) L2=3 ∈EMONprob(2=3);
(b) L2=3 ∈EMON [TOT];
(c) Let A be an oracle with K6T A. Then L2=3 ∈EMON [A] if and only if

TOT6T A.

Proof. Let � := {a; b; d}. Let 〈 ; 〉 :N ×N → N an e7ective encoding of N ×N. We
de/ne (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N in dependence on ’k(j), j∈N. Initialize L〈k; j〉 with {akb0} for all
k; j∈N. Consider any k ∈N:
(1) L〈k;0〉 :=Lk .
(2) If j¡�k(0), then set L〈k; j〉 :=Lk .
(3) If j¿�k(0), then compute s∈N such that

s−1∑
i=0

(�k(i) + 1) + �k(s)6j ¡
s∑

i=0
(�k(i) + 1) + �k(s + 1):

Set Ns := {akbn | n6∑s−1
i=0 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(s)}. Distinguish the following cases.

(3.1) If j =
∑s−1

i=0 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(s), and if ’k(s + 1)↑, then set

L〈k; j〉 := Ns ∪ {d〈∑s
i=0�k (i);0〉}:

If j =
∑s−1

i=0 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(s), and if ’k(s + 1)↓, then set

L〈k; j〉 := Ns ∪ {d〈∑s
i=0�k (i);0〉; d〈∑s+1

i=0�k (i);1〉}:
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(3.2) If j =
∑s

i=0(�k(i) + 1), and if ’k(s + 1)↑, then set

L〈k; j〉 := Ns ∪ {akb j; d〈∑s
i=0�k (i);0〉}:

If j =
∑s

i=0(�k(i) + 1), and if ’k(s + 1)↓, then set

L〈k; j〉 := Ns ∪ {akb j; d〈∑s
i=0�k (i);0〉; d〈∑s+1

i=0�k (i);2〉}:
(3.3) If j¿

∑s
i=0(�k(i) + 1), then set L〈k; j〉 :=L〈k;∑s

i=0(�k (i)+1)〉.
Then L2=3 := (L〈k; j〉)k; j∈N is an indexed family with the following properties.

Consider any k ∈N. If k ∈TOT, then every language L〈k; j〉, j¿�k(0), is /nite,

and contains a string of the form d〈∑m+1
i=0 �k (i); h〉 for an m∈N, and an h∈{1; 2}. This

string determines the index 〈k; ∑m−1
i=0 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(m) + h− 1〉.

If k =∈TOT, then every L〈k; j〉 =Lk contains a string of the form d〈∑m
i=0�k (i); h〉 for

an h∈{0; 1; 2}. Let s∈N be the least number with ’k(s + 1)↑. Then

L〈k;∑s−1
i=0 (�k (i)+1)+�k (s)〉 ⊂L〈k;∑s

i=0(�k (i)+1)〉

and

L〈k;∑s
i=0(�k (i)+1)〉 ∩ L〈k;∑s−1

i=0 (�k (i)+1)+�k (s)〉 ⊂L〈k;∑s
i=0(�k (i)+1)〉 ∩ L〈k;0〉:

For showing that L2=3 is properly monotonically identi/able by an OIM having access
to TOT, let  be a text for L∈ range(L2=3), and let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk . Let
x∈N.
OIM M [A]: On input x, M [A] works as follows: (A) If ’k is total, then M [A](x) :=

〈k; 0〉 if and only if range(x) does not contain a string d〈∑m+1
i=0 �k (i); h〉 for an m∈N,

and an h∈{1; 2}. If range(x) contains such a string, then set

M [A](x) :=
〈
k;

m−1∑
i=0

(�k(i) + 1) + �k(m) + h− 1
〉
:

(B) If ’k is not total, then distinguish the following cases.
(B1) If x= 0, then distinguish the following cases. If ’k(0)↓, then set M [A](0) := 〈k;

�k(0)〉. If ’k(0)↑, then set M [A](x) := 〈k; 0〉.
(B2) If x¿0, and if M [A](x−1) is consistent with x, then set M [A](x) :=M [A](x−1).

Otherwise compute the smallest s∈N with ’k(s + 1)↑, and distinguish the fol-
lowing cases.
(i) If range(x)∩L〈k;0〉 ⊆L〈k;∑s

i=0(�k (i)+1)〉, then compute the least j∈N such
that range(x)⊆L〈k; j〉, and set M [A](x) := 〈k; j〉.

(ii) If range(x)∩L〈k;0〉*L〈k;∑s
i=0(�k (i)+1)〉, then set M [A](x) := 〈k; 0〉.

End:

Then M [A] properly monotonically identi/es L2=3. Next, we show that L2=3 is prop-
erly monotonically identi/able with p= 2=3. De/ne a 3-sided PIM as follows. Let
L∈ range(L2=3) be a language, and let  be a text for L. Let k ∈N with range(0)⊂Lk .
Let c be a coin-oracle, and let x∈N.
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PIM P: On input x, Px works as follows: If x= 0, then set Pcx(x) := 〈k; 0〉 if and
only if c061. If c0 = 2, then set Pcx(x) :=⊥.

If x¿0, then distinguish the following cases:

(A) If range(x) does not contain a string d〈∑m+1
i=0 �k (i); h〉 for an m∈N, and an h∈

{0; 1; 2}, then set Pcx(x) :=Pcx−1
(x−1).

(B) If range(x) contains a string d〈∑m+1
i=0 �k (i); h〉 for an m∈N, and an h∈{1; 2}, then

set Pcx(x) := 〈k;∑m−1
i=0 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(m) + h− 1〉.

(C) If range(x) only contains a string d〈∑m+1
i=0 �k (i);0〉 for an m∈N, then distinguish

the following cases.
(C1) If Pcx−1

(x−1) is consistent with x, then set Pcx(x) :=Pcx−1
(x−1).

(C2) Assume that Pcx−1
(x−1) is not consistent with x. Compute the smallest

natural number u such that range(x)⊆L〈k; u〉. Then u=
∑m−1

i=0 (�k(i) +
1) + �k(m) + l for an m∈N, and an l61. Distinguish the following
cases.
(i) If u=

∑m−1
i=0 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(m), then Pcx(x) := 〈k; u〉 if and only

if c0 ∈{0; 2}.
(ii) If u=

∑m
i=0(�k(i) + 1), then Pcx(x) := 〈k; u〉.

End:

Then P monotonically identi/es L2=3 with p= 2=3.

Finally, let A be an oracle, A¿T K , and let M [A] be an oracle machine which mono-
tonically identi/es L2=3. Let k ∈N, and let k be the canonical text for L〈k;0〉. Since
M [A] EMON-identi/es Lk , there must be an n0 ∈N such that M [A](kn0

) = 〈k; j〉 for a
j¡�k(0). Let ‘ be the least natural number such that

∑‘−1
i=1 (�k(i) + 1) + �k(‘)¿n0.

Then either ’k is total or min{r ∈N |’k(r)↑}6‘. Since K6T A, it follows that
TOT6T A.

By combining the indexed families de/ned in Theorems 12 and 49, and Theo-
rems 15 and 50, respectively, we are able to show that the probabilistic learning classes
ECOVprob(1=2) and EMONprob(2=3) contain indexed families with oracle-complexity
{B |TOT6T B}.

Corollary 51. There exist L∈LIM ∩ECOVprob(1=2) with OECOV (L) = {A |TOT

6T A}; and L′ ∈LIM ∩EMONprob(2=3) with OEMON (L′) = {A |TOT6T A}.

Proof. The indexed family L1=2 de/ned in Theorem 49 is in LIM , but not in ECOV [A]
for any K6T A¡TTOT. Let LK be an indexed family which is LIM -identi/able
but not conservatively identi/able by any OIM M [B] where K�T B. The existence
of such an indexed family follows from Theorem 15. Now, we can easily de/ne a
join of L1=2 and LK – for the construction see the proof of Lemma 26 – which
is LIM-identi/able, but not conservatively identi/able by any oracle machine having
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access to an oracle A with TOT�T A. The same argument can be used in the case
of monotonic learning.

7. Summary

Our research was motivated by the question how much additional information is
su1cient and necessary for compensating the power of probabilistic learning machines
in the case of inductive inference under monotonicity constraints. It turned out that
K is adequate for compensating the power of proper and class preserving conserva-
tive (monotonic) learning with probability p¿1=2 (p¿2=3). Moreover, K is adequate
for compensating the power of proper strong-monotonic learning with 1=2¡p62=3.
However, K is not necessary for compensating the power of proper strong-monotonic
probabilistic learning with p¿2=3. In this case, every Peano-complete oracle is su1-
cient. Hence, strong-monotonic probabilistic learning is weaker than conservative and
monotonic probabilistic learning in the sense that there exists a low oracle which is
su1cient for compensating the power of strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with
p¿2=3. Thus, strong-monotonic probabilistic learning is not only weaker than conser-
vative or monotonic probabilistic learning with respect to set-inclusion but also with
respect to oracle identi/cation.

The main result in this paper concerns the complexity of learning problems. We
showed that proper conservative probabilistic learning is able to re4ect all Turing degr-
ees below K, i.e., for all A6T K, there exists an indexed family LA ∈ECOVprob
(1=2) which is properly conservatively identi/able by an oracle machine M [B] if and
only if A6T B. However, not every indexed family which is properly conservatively
learnable with p= 1=2 characterizes an oracle. Thus, we may conclude that Turing
complexity is not “rich” enough to measure the complexity of the learning problems
which are properly conservatively identi/able with probability p= 1=2. It remains to
show whether monotonic and strong-monotonic probabilistic learning have the same
properties.

Finally, we showed that there exist learning problems with high oracle-complexity
in ECOVprob(1=2) and EMONprob(2=3). Furthermore, there exists problems with high
oracle-complexity in every oracle learning class *�[TOT], *∈{E; (; C}, �∈{COV;
MON}. However, strong-monotonic oracle learning is weaker than conservative and
monotonic oracle identi/cation in the sense that there exists no indexed family char-
acterizing TOT within strong-monotonic learning.
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